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A formulation of quantum scattering theory can be given in 
terms of self-adjoint transformations. In this view the basic scat
tering situation consists of a pair of self -adjoint transformations 
H+ and H_ in the same Hilbert space li. The transformations 
are assumed to be close together in the sense that (H+- w) -1 
(H_ - w) -1 is completely continuous for some, and hence all, non
real numbers w. We formulate the fundamental problem of scattering 
theory as a special case of the structure problem for transformations 
in Hilbert space. 

By the structure problem for an everywhere defined and bounded 
transformation, we mean the problem of finding the invariant subs paces 
of the transformation and the problem of writing the transformation as 
an integral in terms of invariant subspaces. Consider the scattering 
situation associated with a pair of self-adjoint transformations H+ 
and H_. Let H be the intersection of H+ and H_. By this we 
mean the transformation whose graph is the intersection of the graphs 
of H+ and H_. Then H is a closed symmetric transformation in 
l:I. The adjoint· H* of H is a closed relation in li which extends 
H+ and H_. We take the structure problem for H* to be the funda
mental scattering problem. 

A relation is defined by its graph, which is a vector subspace 
of the Cartesian product li X :U. The graph of a relation differs from 
the graph of a transformation in that it may contain nonzero elements 
( 0, f) lying above the origin. Otherwise the theory of relations is 
analogous to the theory of transformations. By the finite spectrum of 
a relation T in a Hilbert space :U, we mean the set of numbers w 
such that T - w fails to have an everywhere defined and bounded 
inverse in :\I. The structure problem for a relation is similar to the 
structure problem for an everywhere defined and bounded transfor
mation, once the meaning of invariant subspace is clarified. The 
following concept of invariance is of interest for the adjOint H* of 
a symmetric transformation H which is given as the intersection of 
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self-adjoint transformations H+ and H_. An invariant subspace rr 
is a closed subspace of li in which there exists a relation T with 
these properties: 

(1) T has no finite spectrum as a relation in In. 
(2) The graph of H* contains the graph of T, and the 

graph of T contains the intersections of the graphs of H+ and H 
with InX In 
Note that the second condition is satisfied if the graph of T is the 
intersection of the graph of H* with In x In. 

Our approach to any given transformation uses a canonical 
model of the transformation in a Hilbert space whose elements are 
analytic functions. Various canonical models are known. The choice 
of a model depends on the properties of the transformation and the 
needs of the problem. The first canonical model is appropriate for a 
closed symmetric transformation H such that H - w has a bounded, 
partially defined inverse for every complex number w. A complete 
continuity hypothesis is also made. The canonical model is con
structed in a Hilbert space whose elements are vector valued entire 
functions. 

The following conventions are convenient in work with vector 
valued functions. Let C be a fixed Hilbert space which is used as 
a coefficient space. By a vector we always mean an element of this 
space. By an operator we mean a bounded transformation of vectors 
into vectors. The absolute value symbol is used for the norm of a 
vector and for the operator norm of an operator. If b is a vector, 
let b be the linear functional on vectors defined by the inner product 
ba <a, b> for every vector a. If a and b are vectors, let ab 
be the operator defined by (ab ) c '" a( bc) for every vector c. The 
adjoint of an operator A is denoted Ii.. Standard conventions are 
used for operator inequalities. A vector valued function F( z) is 
said to be analytic in a region if the complex valued function cF( z) 
Is analytic in the region for every vector c. A vector valued analytic 
function is said to be of bounded type in a region if cF( z) is of 
bounded type in the region for every vector c ( i. e. it is the ratio of 
bounded analytic functions in the region). A vector valued function 
F( z) which is analytic and of bounded type in the upper half-plane 
y> 0 is said to be of nonpositive mean type in the half-plane if 
CF( z) is of nonpositive mean type for every vector c, or in other 
words if 

lim 
y-tOO 

e -E y cF (iy) = 0 

for every E > O. A vector valued function F( z) which is analytic 
and of bounded type in the lower half - plane y < 0 is s aid to be of 
nonpositive mean type in the half-plane if CF( z) is of nonpositive 
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mean type for every vector c, or in other words if 

lim YcF( iy) = 0 
y-_ 00 

for every E > O. Analogous conventions are made for an operator 
valued function G( z), the related complex valued functions being 
bG( z) a for all choices of vectors a and b. 

We begin with a construction of the spaces of entire functions. 

THEOREM 1. Let A( z) and B( z) be operator valued entire fu"ctions 
suchthat B(z)A(z) = A(z)'B(z) , E+(z) =A(z) -iB(z) has invertible 
values in the upper half-plane, and E_( z) A( z) + iB( z) has in
vertible values in the lower half-plane. Suppose that the values of 
1 - E+( z) and 1 - E _(z) are completely continuous and that 
K( z, z) ~ 0 for all complex z, where 

K(w,z) = [B(z)A(w)-A(zj"S(w)]/[n(z-w)] 

Let ~(A, B) be the set of vector valued entire functions F ( z) such 
that 

2 +00 I 2 
lIF(t)11 = f IE+(t)- F(t)1 dt < 00 , 

_00 

E+( z) -IF ( z) is of bounded type and of nonpositive mean type in the 
upper half-plane, and E_( z) -1Ft z) is of bounded type and of non
positive mean type in the lower half-plane. Then ~ (A, B) is a 
Hilbert space which contains K( w, z) c as a function of z for every 
vector c and every complex number w. If F ( z) is in ~ (A, B) , 
then 

cF(w) =<F(t),K(w,t)c> 

for every vector c and complex number w. 
Multiplication by z in ~ (A, B) is the transformation defined 

by F(z) -+ zF(z) whenever F(z) and zF(z) are in M(A,B). 

THEOREM z. If M (A, B) is a given space, multiplication by z in 
~ (A, B) is a closed symmetric transformation. The dimension of the 
orthogonal complement of the range of multiplication by z - w does 
not exceed the dimension of C for any w. The function 
[F(z)-E+(z)E+(w)-IF(w)]/(z-w) belongs to M(A,B) whenever 
F( z) belongs to M(A, B) and w is a pOint of continuity of 
E+( z) -1Ft z). The identity 
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- - -1 -1 
- 2lTiG(j3)E+(j3) E+(a) F(a) 

= <F(t), [G(t)-E+(t)E+(j3)-lG(j3)]/(t-j3» 

- <[F(t)-E+(t)E+(a)-lF(a)j/(t-a), G(t» 

- -1+ (a-j3)<[F(t)-E+(t)E+(a) F(a)j/(t-a), 

[ G( t) - E + ( t) E + ( j3) -1 G( j3) ] I ( t - j3) > 

holds for all F( z) and G( z) in J:{(A, B) when a is a point of 
continuity of E+( z) -1 F( z) and j3 is a point of continuity of 
E+(z)-IG(z). The transformation F(z)-F(w) of J:{(A,B) into C 
is completely continuous for every complex number w. 

These properties characterize multiplication by z in J:{ (A, B) • 

THEOREM 3. Let L be a closed symmetric transformation in a 
Hilbert space J:{ such that the dimension of the orthogonal comple
ment of the range of L-w does not exceed the dimension of C for 
some number w above the real axis. Suppose that L has an ex
tension T which is a transformation with spectrum below the real 
axis such that 

* - -1 -1 - * _ -1 -1itT -w) - i(T-w) -l(w-w)(T -w) (T-w) 

is nonnegative and completely continuous. Suppose that the graph 
of L is the intersection of the graph of T and the graph of the ad
joint T* of T. Then l as a transformation in It is unitarily 
equivalent to multiplication by z in some space It( A, B). The uni
tary equivalence can be made in such a way that the transformation 
(T-w) -1 in It corresponds to F( z) -[F(z) -E+(z)E+(w)-lF(w)]1 ( z-w) 
in ):i (A, B). 

When symmetric transformations appear in quantum scattering 
theory, they appear in pairs having a common extension which is a 
relation having no finite spectrum. The canonical models of the 
symmetric transformations are multiplication by z in a space It( A,B) 
and multiplication by z in a space ):i( C, D). Since the canonical 
models are taken of transformations in the same Hilbert space, there 
is an induced isometry of the space ):i ( A, B) onto the space ):i ( C, D) • 
To study the situation we introduce a new space whose elements are 

F+( z)l with F+(z) in ):i(A,B) and F_(z) thecorrespondpairs ( F _ ( z)j 

ing element of ):i (C, D), the norm being defined by 
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The study of such spaces involves matrix valued entire functions 

A(Z) B(Z~ 
M( z) '" 

( 
C( z) D(zJ 

whose entries are operator valued entire functions of z. 

Let eZ be the space of pol" (j of elemen" of e, taken ln the 

nonn (:) IZ dul Z + Ivl z. Fo, each pair C) ,let 

(:J'" (U' -;) be the linear functional on C 2 defined by 

In what follows the word "matrix" 1s used to mean a 2 X 2-matrix 
having operator entries. Matrix conventions are determined by the 
action of the matrices on C 2. The adjoint M of the matrix 

M ::: (A B) is M '" (~ C). The symbol I is used for the 
CD· B D 

1 
matrix 

( °1 - 0 ) • Matrix valued entire functions are used to 

construct new Hilbert spaces whose elements are pairs of vector 
valued entire functions. 

THEOREM 4. Let M( z) be a matrix valued entire function such 
that the values of M ( z) I - I are matrices of completely continuous 
operators, 

M(z)IM(z) I ;, M(z)IM( z) 

and [M(z)lM(z) -I]/(z-z).:::.O 
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for all complex z. Then there exists a unique Hilbert space :u (M), 

whose elements are pairs (F+( Z») of vector valued entire functions, 
F _( z) 

with this property: 

M(z)IM(w) -I 
21T( z - w) 

belongs to It( M) as a function of z for all choices of vectors 
u and v and for all complex numbers w, and 

(u)- (F+(W») ~~(F+(t») , M(t)IM( Vi) - I (uJ~
21T(t-W)v F (w) F (t) v 

for all (F+(Z») in If (M). In addition the space has these 
FJz) 

(F+(Z)-F (W)]/(Z-W») 
properties: the pair + belongs to the space(

(F -' z) -F Jw)j /(z-w) 

whenever (F+( Z») belongs to the space, for every w. The identity 
F _(z) 

for difference quotients 

F (Z»)
holds for all elements + of the space and( 

F (z) 

for all complex numbers a and 13. 
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These properties characterize the space. 

THEOREM 5. Let If be a Hilbert space whose elements are pairs 

(
F+(Z») of vector valued entire functions. Suppose that 

F (z) 


[F (z)-F (W)]/(Z-W») (F (Z»)
+ + belongs to the space whenever +

( 
[F_(z)-F_(w)]/(z-w) FJz) 

::::~::t~Oh:::s~paI:e(, ::~ ;)v)e: (;: ( :~)d th~~ :h:oi~:~~::::::::::::::e 
F (z) F (w) 

transformation of If into C Z for some number w, then If is equal 
isometrically to a space If ( M) as in Theorem 4. 

The spaces If(M) are now related to the spaces If(A,B). 

THEOREM 6. If If ( M) is a given space, 

A( z) 
B( Z») ,

M( z) = 
( 

C( z) D( z) 

then spaces If(A, B) and If(C, D) exist, (F+( Z») - ..JZF (z) is a 
FJ z) + 

partial isometry of If (M) onto If (A, B), and (F+(Z») - ..J ZF J z) 
FJ z) 

is a partial isometry of If ( M) onto If (C, D) • The kernels of the 
partial isometries are orthogonal subspaces of If (M) which contain 
only constants. 

We use the space If (M) only in the special case that the 
partial isometries are isometries. This is the case if, and only if, 

there is no nonzero constant (:) in If (M) such that u = 0 or 

v = o. The theory of spaces If( M) has been developed in previous 
work of the first author [7 - 9]. For the scattering problem itself we 
use a canonical model introduced by the first author [ 6]. The follow
ing theorem is a characterization of the relevant spaces of analytic 
functions. 
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THEOREM 7. Let f be a Hilbert space of vector valued functions 
analytic in the upper half-plane and in the lower half-plane. Sup
pose that the transformation of l into C defined by F(z)-F(w) 
is continuous for every nonreal number w. Suppose that 
[F(z)-F(w)]/(z-w) belongs to l whenever F(z) belongs to l, 
for every nonreal number w, and that the identity 

o :; <F(t), [G(t) -G( (3)] l(t-(3» -<[F(t) -F(a)] /(t-a) , G(t» 

t (a-'j3)<[F(t)-F(a)]/(t-a), [G(t)-G«(3)J/(t-(3» 

holds for all F( z) and G( z) in l and for all nonreal numbers 
a and (3. Then there exists an operator valued function ,,( z), 
analytic in the upper half-plane and in the lower half-plane, such 
that ,,(z) = - "i('i) , [,,(z)+"i(w)]c/[1fi(w-z)] belongs to r. as a 
function of z for every vector c and nonreal number w, and 

er( w) = < F( t), [,,( t) t"i( w)]c/[ d(w-t»> 

for every F( z) in r.. The space r. with these properties is 
uniquely determined by ,,( z) '. 

The space is called f(,,). The theory of t(,,) spaces 1s 
analogous to the theory of JJ(M) spaces. 

THEOREM 8. Let ,,( z) be an operator valued function, analytic in 
the upper half-plane and in the lower half-plane, such that ,,( z) 
- qi(z). A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a 
corresponding space l (,,) is that Re ,,( z) =tl ,,( z) +f'( z)j ~ 0 for 
y > O. If 1': (,,) Is a given space which contains no nonzero con
stant, there exists a self-adjoint transformation H in the space 
such that 

-1(H-w) : F(z) -[F(z)-F(w)]/(z-w) 

for each nonreal number w. 

A scattering problem is obtained by mapping one such space 
isometrically onto another. 

THEOREM 9. If l(lI't) and 1':(,,_) are given spaces such that 

"t(z)"Jz) :; 1= "Jz) ,,+(z) , 

then the transformation F(z) - ,,+(z)F(z) takes 1':(11'_) isometri
cally onto 1. ("+)' If these spaces contain no nonzero constant, 
there exist self-adjoint transformations and H_ in 1': ("+)Ht 
such that 
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(H+_W)-l: F(z) - [F(z)-F(w)]/(z-w) 

(H _w)-l: F(z) - [F(z)-<I' (Z)1f (w)F(w)] /(z-w)
+ 

for nonreal values of w. If w is not real, the transformation 

-1 	 -1
1- (H -w) (H -w)( H -w)( H -w)

+ + - 

takes F(z) into (w-w)[<I'+(z)-<I'+(W)]<I'_(w)F(w)/(z-w). The 
dimension of the range of (H+-w) -1 - (H_ -w) -1 does not exceed 
the dimension of C for any nonreal number w. If i-,,+( z) and 
H<I'_(z) have completely continuous values, then (H+_W)-l_ 
(H_ -w) -1 is completely continuous for every nonreal number w. 

An equivalent scattering problem can of course be formulated 
in .1':(<1'_), We use such pairs of spaces as a canonical model of 
the general scattering problem. 

THEOREM 10. Let H+ and H_ be self-adjoint transformations in 
a Hilbert space )(. Suppose that there is no nonzero element of )( 
which belongs to the kernel of every transformation (H+-w) -1 
(H_ -w) -1, w not real. Suppose that the dimension of the range of 
(H+-w) -1 - (H_-w) -1 does not exceed the dimension of the coeffi 
cient space C for some nonreal number w. Then there exists an 
isometric transformation U+ of )( onto some space t ("+) and an 
isometric transformation U_ of )( onto some space .1':(,,_), l(<I'+) 
and .1': ( ,,_) containing no nonzero constant and related by 

with these properties: 
(1) 	 If U+: f - F+( z), then 


-1

U+(H+-w) : f - [F+(z) -F+(w)] I(z-w) 

for all nonreal numbers w. 

(2) If U _ : f - F _(z) , then 

U (H _w)-I: f -[F (z) -F (w)] I(z-w) 

for all nonreal numbers w. 

If (z)F (z) •
+ 
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(4) An element f of )I is in the kernel of (H+-w)-l_(H __ w)-l 
for a nonreal number w if, and only if, F +( w) ;:; F_( w) ;:; O. If 
(H+-w) -1 - (H_ -wI -1 is completely continuous for some nonreal 
number w, then cp+(z) and 'P_(z) can be chosen so that i-cp+(z) 
and i + cp_( z) have completely continuous values. 

We now determine the form of the invariant subspaces in a 
scattering problem. 

THEOREM 11. Let t(cp+) and t(cp_) be given spaces, which con
tain no nonzero constant, such that 

tp (z) cp (z) :; 1 :; fJ (z) cp (z)
+ 	 - - + 

and i-cp+( z) and 1+cp_( z) have completely continuous values. Let 
H+ and H_ be the self-adjoint transformations in t ('1'+) such that 

-1
(H+-W) : F(z) .... [F(z)-F(w)]/(z-w) 

(H _-wI -l:F( z) .... [F( z) -CP+( z)cp-' w)F( w) J/( z-w) 

for nonreal numbers w. Suppose that the kernel of (H+ -wrl-(H __ w)-l 
is the set of F( z) in t ('1'+) such that F( w) ;:; 0, for every non
real number w. Let H* be the adjoint of the intersection H of H+ 
and H_. Let Il\ be a closed subspace of X in which there is given 
a relation T, having no finite spectrum, such that the graph of H* 
contains the graph of T, and the graph of T contains the intersec
tions of the graphs of H+ and H _ with Il\ X Il\. Suppose (*) that 
the graph of T is the closed span of the intersections of the graphs 
of H+ and H_ with Il\ X Il\. Then there exists a unique space 
)I ( M) with these properties: 

(1) 	 (F+(Z»)_.J 2[i'P+(z)F+(z) +FJz)J 

F (z) 


is an isomteric transformation of )I (M) onto Il\. 

(2) i4'+(z)F+(z)+F_(z) is in the range of H+-wfora 
nonreal number w if, and only if, F +( w) ;:; O. 

(3) i'P+(Z)F+(z)+F_(z) is in the range of H_-w fora 
nonreal number w if, and only if, F _( w) ;:; O. 

The space X (M) contains no nonzero constant (~) such that 

u = 0 	 or v = o. 
The starred hypothesis is conjectured to be unnecessary. 

Conversely such spaces )I (M) are invariant subspaces in the 
scattering problem. 
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THEOREM 12. Let t«(/'+) and th_) be given spaces, which con
tain no nonzero constant, such that 

ql+(z)~_(z) = 1 = (/'-'z)(/'+(z) 

Let H+ and H_ be the self-adjoint transformations in .1':( (/'+) such 
that 

-1 /(H+-w) :F(z)-[F(z)-F(w)] (z-w) 

(H _w)-I: F(z) - [F(z)-1/1 (z)1/1 (w)F(w)]/(z-w)
- + 

for nonreal values of w. Suppose that the kernel of (H+-w) -1 
(H_ -wI -1 is the set of F( z) in .t (~+) such that F( w) =: 0, for 
every nonreal number w. Let J1' be the adjoint of the intersection 

(F+~fz)H)+ _a:: [:::( Z~F+: :~:F_:'z:19'~:::::::t:~c':..n"onna"on
\:r (z) 

of - ~ ( M) into .t( qJ +), then ~(M) contains no nonzero constant (:) 

such that u =: 0 or v=:O, and the range of the transformation is a 
closed subspace rn of .I': «(/'+) with this invariance property: there 
is a relation T in rn, having no finite spectrum, such that the graph 
of H* contains the graph of T. Assume that iql+( z)F+( z) -F _( z) 
is in'the range of H+ -w if, and only if, F +( w) 0, and that it is 
in the range of H_ -w if, and only if, F _( w) = O. Then the graph of 
T contains the intersections of the graphs of H+ and H_ with 
rnxrn. 

We conclude with conditions for a s pace ~ (M ) to be so 
as sociated with .t ( cp+) and .I': ( cp_) • 

THEOREM 13. Let ~ (M) be a given space and let .t (tp+) and r (~_) 
be a pair of spaces such that 

~ (z)cp (z) =: I" tp (z)cp (z) •
+ - - + 

A necessary and sufficient condition that 

F (Z)J
+ - ..J 2 [ill' (z) F (z) +F (z)]

( F (z) + + 

be a transformation of ~(M) into I ( (/'+) which is bounded by 1 is that 
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",+(z){[A(z)-iB(Z)j. [A(z)+lB(z)jW(z)} 

= [D(z)+iC(z)] + [D(z)-iC(z)jW(z) 

for some operator valued function W( z), which is analytic and 
bounded by I in the upper half-plane. In this case the orthogonal 
complement in Jt (M) of the set on which the transformation is 

isometric consists of elements of the fonn M ( z) (:) where u and v 

are vectors such that uv = Vu • 

These results reduce the scattering problem to the study of 
spaces Jt(M), about which much is known from previous work[7-9]. 
A complete solution of the problem is, however, known only in the 
case of a one-dimensional coefficient space. The answers in that 
case are given by the theory [2-5] of Hilbert spaces of entire func
tions. (A vector generalization of the theory is in process.) The 
proofs of the theorems presume a knowledge of operator valued ana
lytic functions as given in the appendix on square summable power 
series. This theory has a separate interest in that it provides a 
simple canonical model which is instructive in approaching the more 
elaborate models required for quantum scattering theory. An intro
duction to square summable power series is available in lecture 
notes [10]. The notation of these note s and of the appendix is not 
always consistent with the notation used in the body of the paper. 

Proof of Theorem 1. By Theorem 20 of the appendix, E+( z) and 
E.( z) have invertible values except at isolated points in the complex 
plane. So the integrals appearing in the definition of the Jt ( A, B) • 
norm are meaningful. The parallelogram law is used to show that 
Jt (A, B) is a vector space over the complex numbers.· The inner 
product in the space which corresponds to its norm is 

<F(t), G(t) > ::: f
+00 

G(t)E"+(t'-~+(t)·~(t)dt • 
• 00 

The required linearity, symmetry, and positivity of an inner product 
follow from this formula. Since 

21r1(w-z)K(w,z) =E (z)E" (w)-E (z)"E' (w)
+ + - 

and since E+( z)-IE_( z) is bounded by I in the upper half-plane 
(because of the inequality K( z, z) .::. 0), the function 
21ri(w-z)E+( z) -IK( w, z) is analytic and bounded in the upper 
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half-plane for any fixed w. Since 21Ti(w-z) is of bounded type 
and of zero mean type in the upper half-plane, the analytic function 
E+( z) -IK( w, z) is of bounded type and of nonpositive mean type in 
the upper half-plane. For the same reasons the analytic function 
E_( z) -IK( w, z) is of bounded type and of nonpositive mean type in 
the lower half-plane. It is clear that 

+~ 1 2J IE+(t)- K(w,t)cl dt < ~ 
-~ 

for every vector c when w is not real. The same conclusion holds 
when w is real, for 

~ w-l
2 2J IE+(t)-lK(w,t)cI dt and J IE+(t)-lK(w,t)cI dt 

w+l -~ 

are finite and E+( t) -1 K( w, t) c is a continuous function of t in the 
interval (w-l, w+l). So K(w,z)c belongs to ]:I (A,B) in all cases. 

If F(z) belongs to ]:I(A,B), E+(z)-lF(z) is analytic in the 
upper half-plane and continuous in the closed half-plane with the 
possible exception of singularities at isolated points on the real 
axis. By the theory of functions which are analytic and of bounded 
type in the upper half - plane, 

+00 
( 21Ti) -1 J (t-z) -IE+(t) -~( t) dt 

-~ 

o = J
+~ 

(t-z) -lE+(t) -~(t)dt 
-~ 

for y > O. Similarly 

+~ 

-1 J -1 -1 - (21Ti) (t-z) E-'t) F(t)dt 

oJ
+~ 

(t-Z)-lEJt)-lF(t)dt 
-~ 

for y < O. It follows from these four equations that 
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when w is not real. The formula for real w is obtained by showing 
that K( w, z) c depends continuously on w in the metric of ):I (A, B) 
for every vector c. We omit this part of the proof, which depends 
on a straightforward estimate of integrals. 

To prove completeness of ):I (A, B) consider a Cauchy sequence 
(Fn{ z» in the space. Since CF n{ w) = <Fn{ t), K{ w, t) c> for every 
vector c, (Fn{ w)) is a Cauchy sequence of vectors for every w. 
Let F{w) lim Fn{w) as n- OO • Since UK{w,t)cIlZ=CK(w,w)c 
is bounded independently of w on every bounded set, the conver
gence is uniform on bounded sets, and F{ z) is a vector valued 
entire function. Since E+(t)-IF{t) limE+(t}-IFn(t) as n- OO 

except possibly at isolated points on the real axis, 

+00 +00
2J IE+(t)-IF(t)1 dt = lim J IE + ( t) -1 F n ( t) I 2 dt 


_00 n- 00 _00 


< lim 
n- OO 

Since 

for every vector c, we obtain the operator inequality 

F(w)F'(w)~K(w,w) 11m IIF (t)112. 
n- oo n 

This implies that 

-1 \III" ,... -1 -1 w -1 U liZE+(w) F(W)r(W)L+(W) ~E+(w) K(W,W)L+(W) lim IFn(t) 
n- OO 

for i(w-w) > o. The operator inequality implies that 

U2-1 12 - -1 UIE (w) F(w) < [21Ti(w-w)] lim F (t)+ - n n- OO 

when 1(w-w) > O. It follows that E+( z)-lF( z) is of bounded type 
and of nonpositive mean type in the upper half-plane. A similar 
argument will show that E_( z)-lF( z) 1s of bounded type and of 
nonpositive mean type in the lower half-plane. This completes the 
proof that F( z) belongs to ):I (A, B). Since 
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F(t)-F (t) lim [F (t) -F (t) J 
n r- 00 r n 

for all real t, 

+00 +00
I IE (t)-I{F(t)_F (t)j12dt < lim I IE (t)-I[F (t)-F (t)j12dt 

_00 + n - r -00 _00 + r n 

or equivalently 

II F ( t) - F (t) II < lim Ii F (t) - F (t) ~ • 
n - r- 00 r n 

Since (Fn( z» is assumed to be a Cauchy sequence, it converges 
to F ( z) in the metric of :If ( A, B) • The theorem follows. 

Proof of Theorem 2. To show that multiplication by z is symmetric 
in :If (A, B), we must show that the identity < tF( t), G( t) > 
<F(t), tG(t» holds whenever F(z) and G(z) are in the domain 
of multiplication by z. The identity follows from the definition of 
the inner product as an integral on the real axis. Symmetry implies 
that multiplication by z-w has a bounded, partially defined inverse 
for every nonreal number w. To show that multiplication by z has 
a closed graph, we need only show that multiplication by z-w has a 
closed graph, or what is equivalent, that multiplication by z-w has 
a closed range. This 1s true because the range of multiplication by 
z-w is the set of all F(z) in U(A,B) which vanish at w. 

If w is a nonreal number or a real number such that E+( w) 
has an inverse, the range of multiplication by z-w in Ji (A, B) is 
the set of all F( z) which vanish at w. It follows that the orthog
onal complement of the range of multiplication by z-w contains no 
nonzero function which vanishes at w. Since F( z) - F( w) is a 
continuous, one-to-one transformation of the orthogonal complement 
into C, the dimension of the orthogonal complement does not exceed 
the dimension of C. A different argument must be used if w is a 
real number such that E+( w) does not have an inverse. By Theorem 
18 of the appendix, there exists a polynomial P( z) with operator 
coefficients such that the coefficients of I-P( z) are completely 
continuous, P( z) has invertible values at all points z # w, and 
P( z) -IE+( z) is an operator valued entire function which has an 
invertible value at w. Since E+( z)~+(z) =E_( z)~_(z), P( z)-IE_( z) 
is an operator valued entire function. If Al( z) = P( z)-l A( z) and 
Bl(z) p(z)-lB(z), then a space U(Al,BI) exists, Al(w)-iBI(w) is 
an invertible operator, and F(z) - P(z)F(z) is an isometric trans
formation of U(AI,Bl) onto U(A,B). We have seen that the dimen
sion of the orthogonal complement of the range of multiplication by 
z-w in U(AI' Bl) does not exceed the dimension of C. It follows 
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that the dimension of the orthogonal complement of the range of 
multiplication by z-w in l' (A, B) does not exceed the dimension of 
c. 

Consider an element F(z) of l'(A,B) and a number w which 
is a point of continuity of E+( z)-IF( z). Then 
[F( z) -E+( z)E+( w)-IF( w)]/( z-w) is a vector valued entire function. 
Since F(z) belongs to l'(A,B), E+(z)-lF(z) Is of bounded type and 
of nonpositive mean type in the upper half-plane. It follows that 

E + (z) -l[F(Z)_E + (z)E +(w) -~(w)] I(z-w) .. [E+(z)-~(z)-E+(wf~{w)]/(z-w) 

is of bounded type and of nonpositive mean type in the upper half
plane. Since F(z) belongs to l'(A,B), E_(z)-IF(z) isofbounded 
type and of nonpositive mean type in the lower half-plane. Since 
E_( z)-IE+( z) is bounded by I in the lower half-plane, 

E (z)-I[F(Z)_E (z)E (w)-~(w)]/(z-w)
- + + 

-L -1 -1
=[EJz) r(z)-EJz) E+(z)E+(w) F(w)j/(z-w) 

is of bounded type and of nonpositive mean type in the lower half
plane. Since F(z) belongs to II(A,B), 

2J
+00 

IE+(t)-1 F(t)1 dt < 00 • 

_00 

Since w is a point of continuity of E+( z)-lF( z), it is a point of 
differentiability of the function and a point of continuity of 
[E+( z) -1 F( z) -E+( w)-lF( w)] I( z-w). So 

+00 1 2J IE+(t)- [F(t)-E+(t)E+(w)-IF(W)]/(t-w)1 dt < 00 • 

_00 

This completes the proof that [F( z) -E+( z) E+( w)-lF( w)j I ( z-w) 
belongs to l'(A,B). 

Now consider the elements F( z) and G( z) of II(A, B) and 
numbers a and 13, a a point of continuity of E+( z)-IF( z) and 13 
a point of continuity of E+( z)-I G( z). Then 
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-1 -1
<F(t), [G(t)-E (t)E (f3) G(f3)]/(t-f3» <[F(t)-E (t)E (0') F(a)]/(t-a), G(t»

+ + + + 

-1 -1 
+(a-f3)«F(t)-Ep)E+(a) F(a)J/(t-a), [G( t) -E+(t)E+(f3) G(f3)J I( t-f3» 

J+oo G(t)E+(t)-l_G(f3)E+(f3)-l E (t)-lF(t)dt 

t -f3 + 


by Cauchy's fonnula. 
If J(w) is the transfonnation F(z) - F(w) of ~(A,B) Into 

C for any complex number w, the adjoint J( w) * of J( w) is the 
transfonnation c -K(w,z)c of C into ~(A,B). Since 
J( w) J( w) * : c - K( w, w) c where K( w, w) is a completely continuous 
operator, J( w) is completely continuous. 

Proof of Theorem 3. The hypotheses imply that the transfonnation 
(T-w)(T-w)-1 1s everywhere defined and bounded by 1 when w lies 
above the real axis, and that 

- -1 * - -11 - [(T-w)(T-w) ] (T-w)(T-w) 

- * - -1 -1 - * - -1 -1]=i{w-w)[i{T -w) -i(T-w) -i(w-wj(T -w) (T-w) 

Is completely continuous. The kernel of the transfonnation contains 
the range of L-w since we assume that L is a symmetric transfor
mation and that T extends L. By hypothesis the dimension of the 
orthogonal complement of the range of L-w does not exceed the 
dimension of C for some w. For this w there exists a bounded 
transfonnation J( w) of ~ into C, with adjoint J( w) * taking C 
into ~, such that 
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Define Ha) ::; J(w)(T-w)(T-a)-1 whenever a is not in the spectrum 
of T. Then J( a) is a bounded transformation of 1:1 into C, with 
adjoint J( a) >I< taking C into 1:1. The identity 

21TJ( 13) >I< J( a) = i( T'* -13) -1 -i( T-afl_i( 13-0')( T'* -13) -l( T _0')-1 

is easily verified when a and 13 are not In the spectrum of T. 
Let In be the set of elements f of 1:1 such that J( w)f = 0 

whenever w is not in the spectrum of T. We show that In contains 
no nonzero element. The resolvent identity 

implies that In is invariant under (T-w)-l whenever w is not in 
the spectrum of T. But if f is in In, 

o = 1(T'* -13')-lf -1(T-a)-lf-1(13'-a) (T* - 13')-l(T_a)-lf 

whenever a and 13 are not In the spectrum of T. It follows that 

-1 -1 - -1-1o i<f,(T-I') f>-l«T-a) f,f>-i(j3-a) < (T-Q') f,(T-i3) f>. 

But i < (T-w)-lt, f > is an analytic function of w for w 1n the 
complement of the spectrum of T, which lies below the real axis by 
hypothesis. The last identity implies that the real part of the function, 

-1 1 -1-1Rei«T-w) f,f> =z1(w-w) «T-w) f,(T-w) f>, 

is nonnegative in the upper half-plane and identically zero on the 
real axis. By the Poisson representation of functions analytic and 
having a nonnegative real part in the upper half - plane, 
< (T-w)-lt, (T-w)-lf > does not depend on w when w Is In the 
upper half-plane. By the linearity of an inner product, < (T-w)-lt, g> 
does not depend on w when f and 9 are in In and w is in the 
upper half-plane. By the arbitrariness of g, (T-w)-lf does not 
depend on w when w Is in the upper half-plane. Since 

-1 -1 -1 -1(Q-j3)(T-Q') (T-J3) f = (T-Q) f - (T-I') f, 

(T-Q,-I(T-j3)-lf = 0 when Q' and 13 are in the upper half-plane. It 
follows that f::; 0 and that In contains no nonzero element. 

Let W( z) be the operator valued analytic function defined in 
the complement of the spectrum of T by 
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W(w) = I t 21TiwJ(w)J(0)*. 

Then W( z) has value 1 at the origin and 1- W( z) has completely 
continuous values. The identity 

21Ti(j3-a)J(a)J(f)* = 

- * * 2- * *21T1f)J(0)J(f) - Z,riaJ(a)J(O) - 41T af)J(a)J(O) J(0)J(f) 

is obtained on writing J(w) = J( O)T(T-w)-l since 

* *-1-121TJ( 0) J( 0) = iT -iT • 

The identity can be written 

when a and f) are not in the spectrum of T. The identity implies 
that W( z) is bounded by 1 in the upper half-plane and that 
W( w) W( w) = 1 whenever wand Vi are not in the spectrum of T. 
Theorems 18 and 19 of the appendix now allow us to construct an 
operator valued entire function S( z) such that l-S( z) has com
pletely continuous values, S( z) has invertible values on and above 
the real axiS, and S( z) W( z) is analytic in the complex plane. Let 
A( z) and B( z) be the operator valued entire functions defined by 

A( z) -iB( z) = S( z) and A( z)tiB( z) = s( z) W( z) • 

The hypotheses for the existence of a space lJ(A, B) follow from the 
stated properties of S( z) and W( z) • We show that the transfor
mation U: f - F( z), defined by F( w) S( w) J( w) f whenever w is 
not in the spectrum of T, takes lJ isometrically onto lJ(A,B). 

Consider first the case in which f J( w)*S ( w) c for some 
vector c. Then 

F( z) = S( z)l1- W( z) W( w)jS( w) c/l 21Ti( w-z)) 

= [B(z)A(w)-A(z)B(w)]c/[1T(z-w)j 

= K(w, z)c 

belongs to lJ (A, B) as required. If f is a finite sum of elements 
J( w) *'S'( w) c where c 1s in C and w is not in the spectrum of T, 
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then F( z) is a corresponding finite sum of elements K(w, z)c. A 
straightforward computation will show that the norm of F( z) in 
~ ( A, B) is equal to the norm of f in l:f. Since ~ contains no non
zero element f such that J( w) f 0 for all numbers w in the upper 
half-plane, and since S( w) has invertible values in the upper 
half-plane, l:f contains no nonzero element f such that S(w) J(w) f=O 
for all numbers w not in the spe0trum of T. Therefore II is the 
closed span of elements J(w)~(w)c where c is in C and w is 
not in the spectrum of T. It follows that the transformation U takes 
~ isometrically into II (A, B). Since the range of U is closed, and 
since it contains K( w, z) c for every vector c and every number w 
above the real axis, it is all of II (A, B) • 

If f is in l:f and if w 1s in the upper half - plane, let 
U:f-F(z) and U:(T-w)-lf-G(z). Then 

-1 -1
=J(O)T(T-z) f-J(O)T(T-w) f 

S{ z)-ly{ z) - S( w,-ly( w) • 

-1
Since S(z) = E+(z) ,G(z) =[F(z)-E+(z)E+(w) F(w)]/(z-w). 
Thus the transformation (T_w)-l in l:f corresponds to the transfor
mation F( z) - (F( z) -E+( z)E+( wI-1Ft w)] /( z-w) in lI( A, B). It 
follows from Theorem 2 that the adjoint of the transformation 
F(z) - [F(z)-E+(z)E+(w)-IF(w)]/(z-w) in l:f(A,B) is the transfor
mation F(z) - [F(z)-E_(z)E_(\v.,-IF(w)]/(z-W). The transformation 
(T* _w)-l in. l:f therefore corresponds to the transformation F( z) 
[F( z) -E_( z)E_( wI-1Ft w)] /( z-w) in lI(A, B) when w is not in the 
spectrum of T*. Since we assume that the graph of L is the inter
section of the graph of T and the graph of T*, it follows that L 
corresponds under U to multiplication by z in l:f (A, B) • 

Proof of Theorem 4. We show that the positive-definiteness inequality 

L: 	 (u i)- M(Wi)IM(wk)-I (Uk) > 0 
27T(W -w ) -

Vi i k vk 

holds whenever wI"'" wr is a finite set of points in the plane, 
and uI,"" ur and vI"'" vr are corresponding vectors. Since 
we assume that M( O)IM( 0) = I. we can write 
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M(z)IM(w)-1 I-M(z)IM(O)1 cp(z)+~(w) l-IM(O)IM(w) 
Zrr( z-w) Z rri{w-z) Z 

where 

q>(z) =[l-M(z)IM(O)lrl[l+M(z)IM(O)I]il 

is a matrix valued function which is defined and analytic on the set 
where I-M(z)IM(O)1 has invertible values. The set is not empty 
because t[l-M(z)IM(O)I] has the identity matrix for its value at 
the origin. Since the values of 1 - i[ I-M( z) IK1( 0) I] are matrices 
of completely continuous operators, it follows from (the matrix 
analogue of) Theorem 18 of the appendix that t[l-M(z)IM(O)I] has 
invertible values at all except isolated pOints in the complex plane. 
The hypothesis that 

[ M ( z) 1M ( z) -I] / ( z -z) ~ 0 

for all complex z implies that 

at all points where q>( z) is defined. Since a function which is 
analytic and has a nonnegative real part in a neighborhood of a point 
cannot have a singularity at that point, q>( z) has an analytic exten
sion to the upper half - plane and the lower half - plane. The hypothe sis 
that M( z)lM(z) =I implies that q>( z) = - ~(z). Let (tn ) be an 
enumeration of the singularities of q>( z), which are isolated pOints 
on the real axis. By the (matrix generalization of) the Poisson rep
resentation of a function which is analytic and has a nonnegative 
real part in a half-plane, there exists a nonnegative matrix P and a 
sequence of nonnegative matrices (Pn) such that 

",( z) +~( w) = P + L.: P n 
lTi( w-z) (t -z)( t - W) 

n n 

whenever z and ware not singularities of q>( z). If wI, ••. , wr 
are nonreal numbers and ul, ••. , ur and vI, •.. ,vr are corresponding 
vectors, then 

L.: (UiJ- q>(~i)+~(wk) (Uk) = 
. k lTl(W -W.) 
1, Vi k 1 Vk 

(t ~w.) Pn L.:k 
n 1 
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is a sum of nonnegative terms and so is nonnegative. The desitllOOll 

::::::f=:::::i:el~r:; :~:~~~:U;:k:(::)' ~:;::_ 

k. The general case follows by continuity. 

The proof of the existence of H( M) follows the proof of 
Lemma 11 of [10], with obvious changes. Let HO be the set of all 
finite sums of functions of the form 

M( z)IM( w) -I (u)
211"( z-W) 

-v 

for arbitrary vectors u and v and numbers w. If 

M(Z)IM(wk)-1L+'Z} ~ (~)
211"( z-wk ' F (z) 

M(z)IM(wk)-1(G+IZ} ~ 
211"( z-w ) (~)G (z) k 

are two such pairs, define 

/(F+(t»)
\IF (t) 

of vector valued functions. The pair 

M(z)IM(w)-1 )(U
211"(z-W) 

v 

belongs to H for all choices of vectors u and v, and 
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(U)- (F+(W1) M(tIIM(w}-I 
2lT( t -wI C)v FJw) 

F (Z»)
for every + in the space. Furthermore the argument of [10]( 

F (z) 

shows that the space having this property is uniquely determined by 
M ( z). We complete the proof of the theorem by showing that the 
elements of the space are pairs of vector valued entire functions, 
and that the space is properly behaved with respect to difference 
quotients. 

To see that the elements of ):I arc pairs of continuous functions, 
apply the Schwarz inequality to the formula 

«F+(t») M(tl IM( (3) -I M(tIIM(a) -I 
21T( t-'j!j 21r(t-CF)C)F (t) 

to obtain 

U)- (F+(f3)-F+(al) 12 
v F (f3)-F (a)I( - 

< II (F+(t») 112 (U)-[M(/3}IM(f3)-I _M(!3}lM(a)-I
-I F (t) n v 21r(f3-1J) 2lT( /3-Q) 

_ M(a)lM(f3)-I+M(a)lM(a)-~(U)
21T{a-~} 2lT(a-~. V 

By the arbitrariness of u and v, we obtain the matrix inequality 
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which implies that 

M( (3) I~ (3) -I M( (3)IM(a) -I 
21T( (3-'\3l 21T( (3-a) 

_ M( a) IM( (3) -I + M( a)IM( a) -I I_ 
21T(a-~) 21T(a-a} 

Since [M(z)IM(w)-I]/(z-w) [M(z)-M(w»)IM(w)/(z-w) is a 
continuous function of z for every w, it follows that F+( z) and 
F _(z) are continuous functions of z_ 

Since M( z) has invertible values in the complex plane, the 
same equatiQn implies that 

M( z) -M( w) (uJ 
z-w 

v 

belongs to :K for all vectors u and v and numbers w, and that 

(U)-_ (F (W») /i(F+(t») M(t)-M(w)M( w)I + 
, 21T(t-W) (J>.v F (w) \J F (t) 

If (G+( Z») M(z)-M(w) (U)
21T( z-w) for any fixed u, v, and w, then 

G (z) v 
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. ([G+(Z)-G+(~)j/(Z-~») _ M(z)-M(~) (U) M(z)-M(w) (U)
(~-w) - - . 

[G-'z)-G_~~)]/(z-~) 21T(Z-~) v 21T(Z-W) 

[G (z)-G (~)j/(Z-~») 

Therefore, + + belongs to ~ if ~ '" w. Now


( 
[GJ z) -GJ ~).1/ (z-~) 

F (Z») ([F (z)-F (a)j/(z-a») 
suppose that + and + - + belortg to ~ ( 

FJz) [FJz)-FJa)]/(z-a) 

for some number a. Then 

I1(F+(t») ,([G+(t)-G+(~)j/(t-~»)~ _/([F+(t)-F+(a)]/(t-a») , (G+(t)l\ 

\I FJt) . [GJt)-GJ~)]/(t-~) \l[FJt)-FJa)]/(t-a) GJt)Y 

_«( [F (t) -F (a)j/( t-a») ([ G+( t) -G (~)]/( t-~»)
+(a-~) + + , + 

[F_(t)-F_(a)j/(t-a) [G)t)-G_(~)j/(t~~) 

=/(F+(t») ,_1_ M(t)-M(~) (U~\ _/(F+(t») ,_1_ M(t)-M(w) (u\ 
\IF (t) ~-w 21T( t-~) vY \l..F (t) ~-w 21T( t-w) vY 

_/1([F+(t)-F+(a)]/(t-a»), M(t)-M(w) (UJI\ 

\! [F _(t)-FJa)]/(t-a) 21T(t-W). v V 
- ~([F+(t)-F+( a)j/(t-a») 1 M(t) -M(~) (vU)~

+(a-~) , -- ..::.:..!...:.!........:.:..:..!..!:.!. 


[F J t)-F J a)]/( t-a) ~-w 21T( t-~) 

_(a_
i3

)Ii([F+(t)-FJ a)]/(t-a»), _1_ .:..:.:M:...!.(t.:.!.)-.:-M:.:.:.!....:(w:.:..!.) (vU)I\. 
~ [F (t)-F (a)j/(t-a) ~-w 21T(t-W) 'I 

= (U)- ii~~I (F+(~») _ (U)- M~:)I (F+(:») 
v ~ F (~) v 11 F (w) 

u J- ([F (W)-F (a)]/(w-a») (UJ-~[F (i3)-F (a>Y(i3- a»)- + + - - + + - M( w)I +(a-~) M(~)I( 
v [FJw)-FJa)]/(w-a) v 'j3'-w [FJi3)-FJa>Y(i3-a) 

_ (UJ- M(w)I ([F+(W)-F+(a)]/(W-a») (G+(~»)- (F+( a»)
-(a-~) ---=- = 21T 

V (j- w [FJw)-FJa)j/(w-a) GJ~) FJ a) 

after obvious cancellations. The desired identity for difference 
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G+( Z») 
quotients therefore holds when (F+( Z») and are finite 

F (z~ G (z)

(u) 
( 

M( z) -M( w) . sums of functions wIth w different from a and 13. 
z-w v 

Such sums are dense in ~ for any fixed a and 13. 
For any number w there is now a dense set of elements 

F + ( Z») ({ F + ( z) -F + (w)j/ (Z-W»)
of ~ such that belongs to ~ ( 

F (z) [F-,z)-F-,w)]/(z-w) 

such that the identity for difference quotients holds. It implies that 

F+(t») _ ([F+(t)-F+(W)]/(t-W») IZ 
+ (w-w)[ 

F-,t) [F -,t) -F -' w)]/ (t -w) 

J{F+(t») UZ + Z1r(W_W)(F +( W»)- I(F+ (W») 

"-F (t) I F (w) F (w) 

where 

Since 

Iw_wll([F+(t)-F+(W))/(t-W)) 11 

[F _(t) -F _(w»)/(t-w) 

by the triangle inequality, 

I([F+(t) -F+( W)]/(t-W») I 
[F -' t) -F-' w)]/Ct-w) 

__ll(F+(t»)~ -11(F+(t»)1 _ 1~ Iw-wl + Iw-wl [l+IM(w)IM(w)-llp. 
F_(t) F_(t) 
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So the transformation 

F+( Z») ([F+( z) -F+( w)]/( Z-W»)
R( w): ....( 

F-' z) [F -' z) -F -' w)]/( z-w) 

is continuous in the metric of )l when w is not real. Since the 
transformation is known to be densely defined, an obvious approxi
mation argument will show that it is everywhere defined when w is 
not real. The identity for difference quotients is obtained by con
tinuity for nonreal values of 0: and 13. The same conclusion follows 
for real values of w once we know that R( w) is bounded. A 
bound can be obtained from Cauchy's formula In the form 

[ F +(z) -F+(w) ]1 ( Z-W») 


(
 
[F _ ( z) -F _(w) ]1 ( z-w) 

18 18 

=_1_ 21T([F+(Z)-F+(w+e )]/(z-w-e ») 


211' f 18 18 o (F-'z)-FJw+e )]/(z-w-e ) 

We need the formula only when (F+( Z») is a finite sum of elements 
F _(z) 

M(Z)_M(a)(U) where a:lt.w and a:lt.w+ei8 for all real e. Itis 
z-a 

v 

easily verified that M( z) -M( a) (U) depends continuously on 0: 
z-o: 

v 

in the metric of )l for each fixed u and v. The Stieltjes sums 
defining the above integral therefore converge in the metric of )l. 

It follows that 

11([F+(t)-F+(W)1/(t-w») ~ 
[F -,t) -FJw) ]/(t-w) 

ie 1e< ~C+(t») II f- f
2Tr 

) IM(w+e{1+[1+iM(w+e )_II]!} de • 
)t) Tr 0 
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R( w) follows.The reqUi(reFd ~:~i)mate of 

If + is in ~, then F+( z) and F (z) are continuous 
F_(z) 

functions, and [F+( z) -F+( w) ]/ (z-w) and [F _( z) -F _( w) J/ ( z-w) 
are continuous functions of z for every w. This implies that F+( z) 
and F_( z) are entire. The theorem follows. 

Proof of Theorem 5. By the proof of Theorem III of [7 J, there exists 
a matrix valued entire function M(z) with these properties: 

M(O)I=I M(Z)IM(W)-I(U ) belongs to ~ for all vectors u and 
, bT( z-'W} 

v 

v and numbers w, and 

(uJ (F+(W») II(F+(t»), M(t)IM(w)-I 
21T(t-'W}v F (w) \J F (t) 

for all elements of •• Since the elements of(F+( Z») ~ are 
F (z) 

analytic in the complex plane, M ( z) 1M (i) = I. The identity 
D(w)IM(w) = I follows at all points w where M{w) has an in
verse. Since this set of points 1s both open and closed, and since 
it contains the Origin, it is the complex plane. 

Since we as sume that 

F+(Z») (F+(W»)J(w): ..
( 

F (z) F (w) 

is a completely continuous transformation of ~ into C 2 for some 
number w, and since its adjoint 1s 

J(w)*: (U) .. M(z)IM(w)-I (U)
21T(Z-W)

v v 

the composed transformations 

U 
J(a)J(13)*: (v) .. M(a)IM(!?)-I (U )

21T( a-lJ) 
v 
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are completely continuous whenever a or FI is equal to w. Since 
the values of M(z) are known to be invertible matrices, it follows 
that the values of 

M( z)I - I = M( z) I - M ( 0) I 

are matrices of completely continuous operators. The theorem follows. 

Proof of Theorem 6. The hypotheses imply that B( z)A(z) =A( z)B(z) 
and that [B(w)1\(w)-A(w)Ir(w)]/(w-w):> 0 for all complex w. 
Since the values of M( z) I-I are matrices of completely continuous 
operators, 1 - [A( z) -iB( z)] has completely continuous values. To 
show that A( w) -iB( w) is an invertible operator when w lies above 
the real axis, we need only show that A( w) t is( w) has no nonzero 
vector c in its kernel. Since 

[A(w)HB(w)][A(w)-1B(w)] ~[A(w)-iB(w)j[A(w)t1B(w)], 

such a vector is in the kernel of A( w) -1B( w) and hence in the kernel 
of both A(W) and "B(w). Since D(W)A(W)-C(w)"B(w) :: I, c = O. 
A similar argument will show that 1 - [A( z) tiB( z) J has completely 
continuous values and that A( z) tiB( z) has invertible values in the 
lower half-plane. A space )f. ( A, B) therefore exists. A similar 

<<gum::, e:1:::f:::':n:::::m"~:~l:~e:~~'~'( ~I:~~:: -I C) 
for vectors c ~nd numbe.!: w, ..J 2Ft( z) is a corresponding sum of 

elements B( z) A( w~ -A( ~) B( w) c. It is easily verified that 
1T z-w 

Ft ( z) ) _ ..J 2F (z) is isometric as a transformation of l( ( M) into
( 

F (z) t 

)f. (A, B), when restricted to such sums. It follows by continuity that 
the transformation is isometric on the closure of such sums. Since 

(
Ft(Z») M(z)IM(w)-I (C)

F (z) :: 0 when is orthogonal to 2 ( _ ) 
t F (z) 1T z w 0 

for all vectors c and numbers w, the transformation (F t ( Z)) - -J 2F (z) 
F (z) t 

is a partial isometry of J:I ( M) into l( ( A, B) • Since the range of the 
transformation is a closed subspace of l( A, B) which contains 
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B( z) A( w) -A( z)B( w)
() c for every vector c and number w, it is all 


1f z-w (F+( Z»)

of lJ (A, B). A similar argument will show that - .J 2F_ ( z) 


F (z) 


is a partial isometry of lJ (M) onto lJ (C, D) • 

The kernel of the last partial isometry is the set of elements 


(F+(Z») of lJ(M) such that F_(z)=O. Let In be the set of all such 

~F -' z) . 


elements, considered as a Hilbert space in the metric of )I (M). Then 

[F+(z) -F + (w)j/ (Z-W») (F+( Z»)
belongs to In whenever belongs( 

[F-'z)-F-,w)j/(z-w) F (z) 

to In. The relation H in In, such that 

-1 (F+(Z») ([F+(Z>-F+(W)1/(Z-W»)
(H-w) : 

F-,z) [F_(z)-F-,w)]/(z-w) 

for every complex number w, is seH-adjoint. Since H has nofin1te 
spectrum, (H-w)-l is the zero transfonnation in In for every w, and 

::: ::::n:: :~e :ra::o::::::

ts

(.F+~ :)1m)~a~;~:n~:=a:~:n::at 
F-' z) + 

constants. 

It remains to prove orthogonality of the subspaces. Let P be 


the ope"'W 'uch that (: J belong, to • (M 1 '0' eve..,. veeto, c 

and 

for every element (F+(Z») of )I(M) such that F (z) O. Then 
F-' z) 

there exists a space )I (M +) corresponding to 

M+('1 • I {: :) Iz • 
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~ ( M), and is the set of 

:::m:::e(i;+~~~t)ai::d ~::)etr:::~:::t 
F (z) o. Let Q be the 

F (z) 

ope,atar such that (~J belongsto • (M ) fa, eve", vecto, c and 

CF -,wI = /1(F+(t») , (O)~
~ F (t) Qc 

for every element (F+( Z») of ~(M) such that F (z) = O. Then a 
F (z) + 

space ~(M ) exists corresponding to 

The space is contained isometrically in ~(M) and is the set of 

elements (F+ ( Z») of ~ ( M ) such that F+( z) = O. Every element 
F (z) 

,(M can be written in the formC) of 

(a) (F (Z»)+M+(z) + 
o F (z) 

where C) is in '(M,) M,(Z)C':::J Is an element of '(M)and 

which is orthogonal to ~ (M +). This implies that 

M+(z)-M+(w) (F+(W») ([F+(Z)-F (W)J/(Z-W»)
0=------ + M (z) + 

z-w F_(w) + [F_(z)-F_(w)J/(z-w) 
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where the first tenn is in II (M+) and the second term is orthogonal 
to II ( M+) • Since the left side vanishes, each term on the right 
vanishes. In other words, F +( z) and F _(z) are constants which 
belong to the kernel of P. It follows that 

(F+( Z») (0)M (z) :::: 
+ FJz) c 

and that a O. This completes the proof that II (M +) and If (M _ ) 

are orthogonal. 


Proof of Theorem 1. By hypothesis the transfonnation J(w):F(z)-F(w) 

of l into C is continuous for every nonreal number w. Its adjoint 
is of the fonn 

J(w) * : c - L(w, z)c 

where L (w, z) is an operator valued function of z which is analytic 
in the upper half-plane and in the l<?wer half-plane. If a and 13 are 
nonreal numbers and if a and b are corresponding vectors, then 

[L(a,z)-L(a,w)]a/(z-w) and [L«(3,z)-L«(3,w)]b/(z-w) 

belong to t for each nonreal number w. The hyPQth~ses imply 
that the identity 

< L( a, t ) a, [L( 13, t) -L( 13, w») b/ (t-w) > 

:::: <[L(a,t)-L(a,w)]a/(t-w), L«(3,t)b> 

holds. By the definitions of L( a, z) and L( (3, z), the identity 
becomes 

E[L( (3, a) -I:( 13, w)] a/ (Q"-w) =1),[ L( a, 13) -L( a,.w)] a/ (f3-~ • 

Since J( a)J( (3) * =L( 13, a), L( 13, a) L( a, 13). By the arbitrariness 
of a and b, the identity becomes 

(f3-a)L(a,(3) «(3-w)L(w,f3)-(a-w)L(a,w). 

Therefore there exists al} operator valued function ..,( z), analytic in 
the upper half-plane and in the lower half-plane, such that 

L( w, z) [ 'P( z) +i"( w)]/ [ 1Ti(w-z)] • 
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Since L( w, z) is a continuous function of z for every nonreal 
number w, .,( w) = - ~(w). Since L( w, w) = J( w) J( w)* > 0 for 
every nonreal number w, Re.,( w) > 0 when w is in the-upper 
half-plane. Since the space r is-uniquely determined by L( w, z), 
and since L( w, z) is uniquely determined by .,( z), r is uniquely 
determined by 41'( z). 

Proof of Theorem 8. If r (41') exists, then Re ,,( z) > 0 for y > 0 
by the proof of the last theorem. If on the other hand Re .,( z) > 0 
for y > 0, there exists a nonnegative operator P and a nondec~easlng 
operator valued function ~(x) of real x such that 

+co 


Re ,,( x+iy) Py + y. f
TT 2 2
(t-x) +y 

for y > O. It follows that 

..".:...(z,,-,):-.:+=,fi...:,(-:,w..:..) =! + _1_ 
TTi( w-z) 11' 2 (t-zH t-W), , 11' -co 

for all nonreal z and w. It follows that if wI"'" wr are nonreal 
numbers and if cl, •••• c r are corresponding vectors, then 

As in the proof of Theorem 4, the positive-definiteness inequality 
implies the existence of a corresponding space r of vector valued 
functions. The space r contains [,,(z)+~(w)]c/[TTi(w-z)] for 
every vector c and nonreal number w, and 

CF(w) = <F(t), [4p(t)+fi(w)]c/{ TTi(w-t)] > 

for every F( z) in !. The proof that the elements of the space are 
continuous functions is essentially the same as in the proof of 
Theorem 4. 

Let w be a nonreal number. We show that [F(z) -F(w)]/ (z-w) 
belongs to r whenever F( z) belongs to r. This Is clear if 

F( z) 
,,( z) -41'( 0') 

c 
z-a 
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for some vector c and number 0 *" w since then 

F(z)-F(w) <II( z) -<II( w) <II( z) -<II( 0) <II(z)+~(w) ,,(z)+~(Q)
( w-o ) = c- c= c- c. 

z-w z-w z-o z-w z-o 

The identity 

o = < F ( t) , [ G( t) - G( ~)]/ ( t - ~) > - < [ F ( t) - F ( 0) ) / ( t - 0) , G( t) > 

+ (o-~)<[F(t)-F(o)]/(t-o),[G(t)-G(~)]/(t-~) > 

is easily verified if F( z) is an element of t such that 
[F( z) -F( 0)]/ (z-o) belongs to .t and if G( z) is a finite sum of 
functions [<II( z)+~(w))c/ [1fi(w-z)) where c is in C and Vi is 
different from ~. 

The identity implies that F(z)+(w-w(F(z)-F(w))/(z-w) 
has the same norm as F( z) and hence that 

Since the transformation R( w): F( z) - [F( z) -F( w))/ (z-w) is known 
to be densely defined in .t, the transformation is everywhere defined. 
Since the identity 

(o-~)R(o)R(~) = R(o)-R(~) 

holds for all nonreal numbers a and j3, there exists a relation H 
in t such that R( w) =(H-w)-l for nonreal numbers w. Since R(fi) 
is the adjoint of R( w), the relation H is self-adjoint. If there is 
no nonzero constant c in .t, (H-w)-l has no nonzero element in 
its kernel when w is not real. In this case H-w, and hence H, 
is a well-defined transformation. 

Proof of Theorem 9. If 

" (z) +q; (w) 

F(z) = - 

1fi( w- z) 

for some vector c and nonreal number w, then 

belongs to ! (,,+). By linearity <11+( z) F( z) belongs to ! ("+) 
whenever F( z) is a finite sum of such special functions. It is 
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easily verified that '1'+( z) F( z) has the same norm in t ('1'+) as 
F ( z) does in t ( 'I' _ ) • Since such special functions are dense in 
t ('1'_), multiplication by '1'+( z) is an isometric transformation of 
t('I'_) into £('1'+). For the same reasons, multiplication by 'I'_(z) 
is an isometric transformation of t (IP+) into t (IP _). Since these 
transformations are inverses, each is "onto". 

H there is no nonzero constant in t ('1'+), the existence of 
the self-adjoint transformation H+ is given by the last theorem. 
H there is no nonzero constant in t ('I' _), the existence of H_ is 
obtained by the same reasoning in view of the isometric correspondence 
between t (IP+) and t ('I' _) • H w is not real, the identity 

-1 -1
1 - (H -wI (H -w)( H -w)( H -wI 

+ + - 

:: (w-w)(H _w)-l_(w_w)(H _w)-l + (w_w)2(H _w)-l(H _w)-l
+ - + 

gives the required computation of the transformation on the left. 
The result of the computation shows that the transformation 

c - [f'+(z)-.+(w)]._(w)c/(z-w) takes the coefficient space C 
onto a subspace of l (9'+) which contains the range of 

- -1 _ -1
1- (H+-wI (H+-w)( H_-w)( H_-wI • 

So the dimension of the range does not exceed the dimension of C. 

Composing this transformation with (H_ -w)( H_ -wI-I, we find that 

the transformation 1 

(H -wrI(H -w)-(H -w)- (H -w)= (w-w)[(H _w,-I_(H _w,-l] 


- - + + + 

has the same range. Since the same conclusion holds when w is 
replaced by Vi, the dimension of the range of (H+_w)-l - (H__w)-l 
does not exceed the dimension of C. If i-IP+{ z) and HIP _ (z) 
have completely continuous values, the operator [1I'+(w)+.+(w)]/(w-w) 
is completely continuous for each nonreal number w. H J( w) is 
the transformation F ( z) - F ( w) of £ ( IP+) into C, then 

J(w)J(w)*: c- [4'+(w)+fi+(w)]C/[Tfi(W-W)] 

is completely continuous. This implies that J( w) and J( w)* are 
completely continuous. Since 

- -1 --1
1 - (H+-w) (H+-w)(H_ -w)(H_ -wI 

can be written as a composition of bounded transformations, of which 
J( w) and J( w)* are completely continuous, it is completely con
tinuous. It follows that (H+ _w)-l_ (H__ w)-l is completely continuous. 
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Proof of Theorem 10. (Compare with the proof of Theorem 4 of [6]. ) 
Let w be a nonreal number such that the dimension of the range of 
(H+-w)-l ( H_ -w)-1 does not exceed the dimension of C. Then 
the dimension of the range of 

-1 -1
I - (H+ - w) ( H + - w)( H _ - w)( H_ - w) 

does not exceed the dimension of C. It follows that there exists 
a bounded transformation J+( w) of If into C, with adjoint J+( w)* 
taking C into If, such that 

1 - (H _w,-l( H -w)( H -w)(H -wI -1 = lTi(w-wlJ (w)* '" (wlJ (w)
+ + - - + - + 

for some invertible operator q>_( w), and such that the kernel of J+(w) 
is the kernel of 

Let 

for nonreal values of z. If ( is in If, define a corresponding 
vector valued (unction F+( z) J analytic 1n the upper half-plane and 
the lower half-plane, by F+( z) ;: J+( z)f. If a is a nonreal number, 

-1 -1 -1(z-alJ (z)(H -a) f (z-a)J+(w)(H+-w)(H+-z) (H+-a) f+ + 
-1 -1

J+(w)(H+-w)(H+-z) f-J+(w)(H+-w)(H+-a) f 

= F+ ( z) -F+(a) • 

So we have 'obtained the formula 

-1 /J (z)(H -a) f;: [F (z)-F (a)] (z-a)
+ + + + 

when F+( z) ;: J+( z) f • 
If f is an element of If such that the corresponding function 

F +( z) vanishes identically, then 

[1-( H + -wI-l( H + -w)( H _-W)( H __ w,-l]( H + -w)( H + -z) -If 

vanishes for all nonreal z. This implies that 

[(H _w)-l_(H -w)-11(H -w)(H _z)-lf 
+ - + + 

vanishes for all nonreal z. It follows that 
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-1 -1 -1
(H -z) f =(H -wI (H -w)(H -z) f 

+ - + + 
-1 -1-1

(H -wI f + (z-wH H -wI (H -z) f 
- - + 


and that 


-1 -1-1

(H_-w) f (Ii -z)(H -wI (H+-z) f 

From this we can conclude that 

-1 -1 -1 -1 -1-1 
(H_-w) (H_-z) f (H_-z) (H_-w) f=(H -wI (H+-z) f 

and that (H+ - z)-lf ( H_ -z)-lf for all nonreal z. By hypothesis, 

f 0 in this case. 


If we define 


q; (z) = <p (w)-l+1Ti(w-z)J (z)J (w)'"
+ - + + 

for nonreal z, we obtain <p+( z) = - 7P+(z) and 

-1 -1 * 
<p+(a)-<I'+(!3) = 1Ti(w-a)J+(w)(H+-w)(H+-a) (H+-W) (H+-w)J+(w) 

-1 -1 - '" 
- 1Ti(w-!3)J+(w)(H+-w)(H+-!3) (H+-w) (H+-w)J+(w) 

-1 - * ;;; 1TiJ+( w)( H + -w)( H + -13) (H+ -w)J+(w) 

-1 - '" - 1TiJ+ ( w)( H + - w)( H + - a ) ( H + - w )J + ( w) 

-1 -1 _ * 
- 1Ti(a-!3)J+(w)(H+-w)(H+-a) (H+-!3) (H+-w)J+(w) 

- ~i(Q-!3)J (a)J (jj-,*
+ + 

for nonreal numbers a and 13. Equivalently we have 

for nonreal z and w. Since <p+( z) is analytic and has a non
negative real part in the upper half-plane, a space r (<1'+) exists. 
We show that the transformation f'" F+( z) is an isometry of J:I onto 
r(<p+). 

If f J+( a )"'c for some vector c and nonreal number Q, 
then F+( z) = [<p+( z)+7P+( a)]c/[ 1Ti(a-z)1 belongs to 1': (<p+). By 
linearity F+( z) belongs to 1': (<p+) if f is a finite sum of elements 
J+ ( (;)* c for vectors c and nonreal numbers a. An obvious compu
tation will show that F+( z) then has the same norm in r( '1'+) as f 
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does in )I. Since the span of elements 1+( a)*c is dense in )I by 
the first part of the proof, the same conclusion holds for every ele
ment f of It. If f is in )I, then F+(z) belongs to £("+) and 
has the same norm as f. Since the range of the transformation 
f - F +( z) is a closed subspace of £ ("+) which contains 
['P+( z)+q;+( a)]c/[ d( a-z)] for every vector c and nonreal number 
a, it is all of £ ( "+) • 

Let L(w) = 1f'_(w)J+(w). Since ,,+(w) and If'_(w) are 
inverse operators, 

_ -1 - -1 (_ (* ( (1- ( H -w) (H -w)( H -w)( H -w) d w-w)J w)" w)J w).
-' - + + - + 

Define L(z) L(w)(H_-w)(H_-z)-1 for nonreal z. If f is in 
)I, define a corresponding vector valued function F _ ( z), analytic 
in the upper half - plane and in the lower half - plane, by F _ ( z) =L {z)f • 
If we define 

for nonreal z, then a space £ ( If'_) exists by the first part of the 
proof and f - F_ ( z) is an isometric transformation of )I onto t. ( If'_) • 
If f is in )f, F +( z) is the corresponding element of t (If'+), and 
F _(z) is the corresponding element of £ (If' _), we must show that 
F _( z) =,,_( z)F+( z). Equivalently we must show that 

If'J w)J+( w)( H _ -w)( H__ z)-l 

= [If'-' w) +1T1( w-z)J-' z)J Jw)'I' lJ+(w)( H + -w)( H + -z) -1 

Since L('w) ::: L( w)( H_ -w)( H__w)-I, we must show that 

If'-' w)J+(w)[ ( H + -z) -1 - (H_-z) -IJ 

= 1fiJ J z)( H _ -w)( H_ - w) -~ J w) * J + ( w)( H + - w) ( H + _z) -1 

Since L (z) ,,_ ( w)J+( w)( H_ -w)( H_ -z)-l, it is sufficient to show 
that 

(H _z)-l _ (H _z)-1 
+ 

::: 1Ti(H_-w)(H__ Z)-I(H_ -w)(H_ -W)-~JW)4\(W)(H+-W)(H+-Z)-I. 

Since L(w) = fP_(w)J+(w) and L(w)· J+(W)*._(w), where 

_ *- -1 -1
lTi(W-W)J+(w) fPJw)J+(w) =1- (H_-w) (H_-w)(H+-w)(H+-W) , 
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it is suffiCient to show that 

- -1 -1
(w-w)[(H+-z) (H _-z) ] 

(H -w)(H _z)-l[l_(H _w)-l(H -w)(H -w)(H _w)-lj(H -w)(H _Z)-l, 
- - - - + + + + 

which is seen to be true by a routine calculation. A similar argument 
will show that F+(z) =q>+(z)F_(z) whenever F+(z) is an element 
of .r: (q>+) and F _(z) 1s an element of .r: (q> _) which correspond to 
the same element of j:{. 

For every vector c, 

J+(z)J+(w)*c = [q>+(z)+'ii\(w)]c/[ 1fi(w-z)] 

J (z)J (w)*q;- (w)c;:: [q> (z)+q; (w)]q; (W)C/[ 1fi(w-z)] 
- - + - - + 

are elements of t(q>+) and .r:(q>_) respectively, which correspond 
to the same element J+( w)*c = J _ ( w)*q;+( w) c of ll. As we have 
seen, this relationship implies that 

[q>+(z) +q;+(w) ]c/ [ 1f1(w-z)] ;:: q>+( z)[ q> _(z) +q;-, w)]q;+(w) c/ [ d(w-z)] 

and hence that q>+(z)q>_(z) = 1. A similar argument with t(C1'+) and 
.r: (q> _) interchanged will show that q> _ ( z) q>+( z) 1. 

If (H+-w)-l - (H_ -w)-l is completely continuous, then 
J+( w) can be chosen so that 1+",_( w) is completely continuous. 
We omit the details of the construction, which is essentially the 
same as the proof of Lemma 6 of [ 6]. When J+( w) is so chosen, 
it then follows that i+q>_( z) and i-q>+( z) have completely con
tinuous values. 

Proof of Theorem 11. The proof uses the identity 

TrigHI) q;-,13) f( a) 

::: < f( t). [g( t) -q>+(t) q> -' 13) g( 13)]/ (t-l3) :> 

- <[ f( t) -f( a)]/ (t-a). g( t) > 

+(a-13)<[f(t)-f(a)j/(t-a),[g(t)-q> (t)q> (l3)g(I3)]/(t-13)> ,
+ 

which holds in .r: (q>+) for all elements f( z) and g( z) of the 
space when a and 13 are nonreal numbers. The proof of the identity 
uses Theorem 7. By that theorem, 
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0= <fCt),[gCt)-g(f:\)j/Ct-j3»-<:[fCt)-f(O'»)/(t-O'),g(t) > 

+ (O'-(3)<[f(t)-f(O')]/(t-O'),(g(t)-g(MJ!(t-l3) >. 

To prove the identity we need only show that 

trig( 13) ~J j3)f( a) 

:; - <f{t),[(/l+(t)-(/l+(j3)](/l_(j3)g(l3)/(t-M > 

- (a - i3) <: [ f ( t) - f C a) ] 1(t - a) , [ " + ( t) -"+ ( j3)]"-' j3) g( j3)1(t - j3) > • 

This is true because the right side is 

by Theorem 7. 
Let 4 and L_ be the transformations in III whose graphs 

are the intersections of the graphs of H+ and H_ with In X Ill. If 
w is a nonreal number, there exist unique continuous transformations 
1+( w) and J _ (w) of t (,,+) into C such that the range of L+-w 
1s the kernel of J+( w), the range of L_ -w is the kernel of J _ ( w), 
and 

f( w) "'Z[19' (wH (w)f+J (w)f]
+ + 

for every element f of Ill. To see this, note that the requirements 
are consistent on the intersection of the ranges of 4-w and L_ -w. 
For if f belongs to the intersection, 

(H+-wr1 f;:: (L+-w)-lf:: (T-w)-lf (L_-wrlf=(H_-w)-lf 

and f( w) = 0 by hypothesis. We can and must define J+( w) and 
J_(w) sothat J+(w)f=-..JZi9'_(w)f(w) and J_(w)f=O when f 
is in the range of L_ - w, and so that J+(w)f::: 0 and J-CwH = 
'" Zf( w) when f is in the range of L+- w. The transformations 
so defined can and must be extended linearly to the vector span 
of the ranges of L+-w and L_ -w. The transformations can and must 
be extended by continuity to the closed span of the ranges of L+-w 
and L_ -w. Since we assume that T is the least common closed 
extension of 4 and L_, the vector span of the ranges of 4-w 
and L_ -w is dense in Il\. So there exist unique transformations 
J+( w) and J _ (w) having the required properties. 

If a and f:l are nonreal numbers, we show that 

-1
and J-,13) ::JJO')(T-O')(T-j3) 
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If f is in the range of L+ -13 , 

J+(a)(T-a)(T-f3)-I f =J+(a)(L+-a)(L+-p)-lf= 0 • 

If f is in the range of L_-13, 

J+(a)(T-a)(T-p)-lf = J+(a)(L_ -a}( L __ PI-If 

\I Zi<p -' Q:) {f( a) +( P-Q)[ f( a) - fI'+ ( a) fI'-' j3) f ( 13)] / ( a - (3)} 

..J 2ifl' (13) f( (3) • 

SO J+(13) and J+(a)(T-aHT-13)-l agree on the ranges of Lr13 and 
L_ -13. Since both transformations are continuous and since the 
closed span of the ranges of 4-13 and L_ - 13 is all of ll\, the trans
formations are identical. A similar argument will show that the trans
formations L( (3) and L( a)(T-a)(T-13)-l are identical. 

The identity 

21t[J (f3)g)-J (a)f - 21t[J (13)g)-J (alf
+ - - + 

-1 -1 - -1 -1=<f,(T-13) g>-«T-a} f,g>+(a-f3)«T-a) f,(T-P) g> 

can be verified when f and g are in ll\ and a and 13 are nonreal 
numbers. When f is in the range of 4- a and g is in the range 
of L+ -13, or when f is in the range of L_ -a and g is in the range 
of L_ -13, the identity holds because both sides are zero by Theorem 7. 
When f is in the range of L+-a and g is in the range of L_ -13, or 
when f is in the range of L_ -a and g is in the range of L+ - 13, the 
identity follows from the identity given at the start of the proof. The 
desired identity now follows by linearity and continuity for all elements 
f and g of ll\ when a and 13 are not real. It holds without restric
tion on a and 13 if we define J+( w) and J_(w) for real values of 
w in the unique way such that the formulas 

-1 -1
J (13) = J (a)(T-a)(T-13) and J (13) =J (a)(T-u)(T-13)
+ + - 

remain valid. This definition is possible because we assume that 
T has no finite spectrum as a transformation in ll\. 

Corresponding to every element f of ll\, we define a pair 
of vector valued entire functions F +( z) and F _( z) by 

for all complex w. Since f(w) =ifl'+(w)F+(w)+F_(w) when w is 
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not real, these functions cannot both vanish identically unless f = O. 

The set )f of pairs (F+ ( Z») of vector valued entire functions so 
FJ z) 

obtained is a vector space over the complex numbers. There is a 
unique way to define an inner product in )f so as to make the 

transformation f( z) ..... (F+(Z») an isometry of 111 onto )f. Since 
F _( z) 

In 1s a closed subspace of 1- (<p+), )f is complete in its metric and 
so is a well defined Hilbert space. If f is in In and if g (T-cl')-lf 
for some complex number a, then 

(w-a)G+(w) = (w-a)J+(w)(T-a)-lf 

=J+(w)f - J+(a)f 

=F (w) -F (a)
+ + 

for every complex number w. It follows that G+(z) =[F+(z)-F+(a))/(z-a). 
For the same reasons G_ (z) = [F _( z) -F _( a)]I (z-a). So the pair 

[F (z)-F (a)]/(z-a)) (F (Z»)
+ + belongs to ~ whenever the pair +( 

[FJz)-FJa)]/(z-a) FJz) 

F+(Z») ([F+(Z)-F (a)]/(z-a»)
belongs to ~, and the transformation - +( 

F _(z) [F _(z)-F _(a)]/(z-a) 

in )f corresponds to the transformation f - (T-a)-lf in 111. Since 
we assume that i-<p+( z) and H,,_( z) have completely continuous 
values, the transformation f( z) - f( w) of 1- (,,+) into C is com
pletely continuous for every nonreal number w. It follows that 
J+( w) and J _(w) are completely continuous transformations of Ih 
into C. The hypotheses of Theorem 5 are now routinely verified. By 
the theorem, the space )f is equal isometrically to a space ~ (M). 
The construction has been made in such a way that the transformation 

F (Z»)
+ .... ..JZ[i" (z)F (z)+F (z)]( 

F _( z) + + 

takes ~ (M ) isometrically onto 111. 

If (:) is a constant in ~ (M) such that v 0, then 
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i'l'+( z) u belongs to ! (cp+) and u belongs to t ('I' _). Since we 
assume that t (<p-) contains no nonzero constant, u O. A similar 
argument will show that If (M) contains no nonzero constant 

( :) with U " O. 

Proof of Theorem 12. The proof that If ( M) contains no nonzero 

constant :) such that u 0 or v ::: 0 is the same as in the 

proof of Theorem 11. Since the transformation of If( M) into !., (<p+) 
is assumed to be an isometry, its range In is a closed subspace of 
t ( cp +). For any fixed complex number w, let R( w) be the trans
formation of In into itself which takes i'l'+( z) F +( z) +F _(z) into 

F (z) -F (w) F (z) -F (w) 
"()+ + +- 
1'1'+ z z-w z-w 

Since the transformation 

F+(z)) _ ([ F + (z) - F+(w) ]/ (z-w) ) 

( 
F-' z) [F -' z) - F-' w) ]/ ( z-w) 

is bounded in If (M) by the proof of Theorem 4, R( w) is a bounded 
transformation in In. The identity 

( Q' -13) R( Q') R( f3) ::: R( Q') - R( 13) 

is obtained by a straightforward calculation of difference quotients 
in If (M) • It implies the existence of a relation T in In such that 
R (w) ::: (T_w)-l for all complex numbers w. By this construction 
T has no finite spectrum as a relation in In. We show that it has 
the required properties. 

To show that the graph of H* contains the graph of T, we 
need only show that the graph of (H* _w)-l contains the graph of 
(T-w)-l. Since (H* _w)-l is the adjoint of (H_wyl, we need only 
show that the identity 

F (t) -F (w) F (t)-F (w)<icp (t) + + - +----- g(t~+ t-w t-w 

icp (t)F (t)+F (t), g(t)-g(W»=< + + - t-w 
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holds in !(lP+) whenever f(z) "icp+(z)F+(z)+F_(z) is in hi and 
g( zl is an element of t (lP+I such that 

[g(zl-g(wl]/(z-wl "[g(zl-lP (zllP (w)g(wl]/(z-wl.
+ 

By hypothesis this condition implies that g( wI ,,0. The desired 
identity now follows from Theorem 7 since 

F (zl -F (wI F (zl-F (wI 
. ( I + +1<P z +-----+ z-w z-w 

<p (zl -cp (wI
f( zl -f( wI - i + + F (wI

z-w z-w + 

If i<p+(zIF+(z)+F_(zl is an element of hi in the range of H+-w 
for some nonreal number w, then F +( w) ,,0 by hypothesis, and 
R( w): f( z) - [f( z) -f( wI J/ (z-w). It follows that the graph of T 
contains the intersection of the graph of H+ with hi x hi. A similar 
argument will show that the graph of T contains the intersection of 
the graph of H_ with hi x hi • 

Proof of Theorem 13. Assume that the transformation 

F(Zl)
T : + - ..J Z[ ill' (z) F (z) +F (z)](F (z) + + 

takes ~ (M) into t ("p+) and is bounded by 1. Then the adjoint
T; f~) T) takes t ('1'+) into ~ (M) and is bounded by 1. If 

( + is in ~ ( M ), then 
F (z) 

<..JZ[i'l' (t)F (t)+F (tlJ,[<P (t)+'i (W)]C/[1Ti{W-t)]> .. ( )
+ + - + + "- fi'+ 

= ..JZc[icp (w)F (w)+F (w)j
+ + 

for every vector c and nonrea1 number w by Theorem 7. By 
Theorem 4, 

~(
F (t)}  -i'i (w) c»

-JZc[i<p (w)F (w)+F (wl]= + -JzM(tIIM(w)-I + ~(M).
+ + - F (t) Z1T(t-W) ( 

c 
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By the definition of the adjoint, 

VZ M(z)IM(w)-1 
21T( z-w) 

for every vector c and nonreal number w. Since T is bounded by 
1, 

_ q>+(w)+qI+(w) 

c 1Tt( w-.A) c:: 

> 

> 	 - (-i~+c(W)c)
(iCq>+(w) c) M (w) IM( w) -I 

1f(w-w) 

for every vector c and nonreal number w. We use the inequality 
• 	only when w 1s in the upper half-plane. By the arbitrariness of c, 

the inequality reduces to an operator inequality which we use in the 
form 

{cp (w)[ A( w) +iB( w)] + [ D( w) -iC( w) ]}
+ 

x ([A(w)-iB(W)]~+(w) + [D(w)+iC(w)]} 

> {q>+(W)[A(w)-iB(w)] - [D(w) +iC(w)]} 

X ([A(w) +iB(w)];;+(W) - [D{w) -iC(w)J} • 

Since we assume that the values of M{ z) I-I are matrices of 
completely continuous operators, and since A( z) +iB( z) has invert
ible values except at isolated points, the function 

[D{z)-iC{z)J[A(z)+iB(z)j-l- 1 

is analytic except at isolated points and it has completely continuous 
values. Since Re q>+( z) :::. 0 for y > 0, 1 + q>+( z) has invertible 
values in the upper half-plane. The function 

-1 	 -1
[l+q>+(z)] ([D(z)-iC{z)][A(z)+iB(z)] -I} 
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is analytic except at isolated points in the upper half-plane, and it 
has completely continuous values. By Theorem 18 of the appendix, 
the function 

-1 -1
l+[l+q>+(z)] ([D(z)-iC(z»)[A(z)+iB(z)] -I} 

has invertible values except at isolated points 1f it has an invertible 
value. It follows that 

l
f/l+(z) + [D(z)-iC(z)][A(z)+iB(Z)r

has invertible values except at isolated points if it has an invertible 
value. Since the defining inequalities for ~ (M) imply that 

Re [ D( z) -iC( z)][ A( z) +iB( z)J -1 ~ 1 

for real z, the inequality 

-1 1Re[D(z)-iC(z)j[A(z)+iB(z)] ~ Z 

holds in a neighborhood of the real axis. Since Re "+( z) ~ 0 for 
y > O. we obtain 

Re {tf'+ ( z) + [ D( z) - iC ( z)][ A(. z) +iB ( z)] 
-1 

} ~ t 

when z is above and sufficiently near the real axis. The inequality 
implies that 

-1
tf'+ ( z) + [ D( z) - iC( z)][ A( z) +iB ( z)] 

has invertible values when z is above and suffiCiently near the real 
axis. It follows that the function has invertible values except at 
isolated points in the upper half-plane. So the function 

tf'+( z) [A( z)+iB( z)] + [D( z) -iC( z)] 

has invertible values except at isolated points in the upper half - plane. 
If we define 

-1
W( z) = {q>+( z)[A( z)+1B( z)]+ [D( z) -iC( z)]} 

X {tf'+(z)[A(z)-iB(z)] -[D(z)+iC(z)]} 

at points in the upper half-plane where the inverse exists, we obtain 
the operator inequality 
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1,:::, W(w)W(w) 

for w In this set. Since an analytic function cannot remain bounded 
in the neighborhood of an isolated singularity, W( z) has an analytic 
extension in the upper half-plane. The function has been defined in 
such a way that 

{rp+ (z)[A(z)+1B(z)] +[D(z)-iC(z)]} W(z) :c rp+(z)[A(z)-iB(z)]-[D(z) +1C(z) ] • 

The required form of q>+( z) follows. 
Conversely, suppose that q>+( z) is of this form for some 

operator valued function W( z) which is analytic and bounded by 1 
in the upper half-plane. We show the existence of a Hilbert space 
:J ( W), whose elements are vector valued analytic functions in the 
upper half-plane, with this property: the function 

l-W( z)W( w) 
2'11'i(W-z) 

c 

belongs to :J( W) for every vector c when i( 'W-w) > 0, and 

cF(w) =<F(t), l-W(t)W(w) c'
2'11'i( w-t) '/ 

in :J (W) for every element F( z) of the space. The existence of 
this space is best seen in the notation of the appendix. Since 
z -. i( l+z)/ (l-z) is a one-to-one mapping of the unit disk onto the 
upper half-plane, B( z) ::: W( i( l+z)/ (l-z)) is analytic and bounded 
by 1 in the unit disk. A space It(B) therefore exists. Let :J (W) 
be the set of vector valued functions F( z) such that 
~(l-z)-IF(i(l+z)/(l-z)) belongs to It(B). Define an inner 
product in :J (W) so that 

F( z) - ~(l-z)-~( i( l+z)/ (l-z» 

is an isometry of :J (W) onto It ( B) • Then :J ( W) is a Hilbert 
s pace which contains 

~ 1- W( z) ¥i( i( l+w)/ (l-w)) 
1T 2'11'i[ -it l+w)/( l-w)-z] c 

for every vector c when Iw I < 1. Since 
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-1 1- W( i( 1+z)/ (1-z)) W( i( l+w)/ (l-w» (1 _)-1 l-B( z) B( w)
41T( 1-z ) -w C::: C

Zrri[ -i( l+w)/ (l-W)- i( 1+z)/ (l-z)] l-zw' 

we obtain 

< 
 ..['4;'l-W(t)W(i(1+W)/(l-W») 

F(t), 21Ti[ -i( 1+w)/ O-w)-t] c "( W) 


<~(l-z)-~(1(l+z)/(l-z»(l-W), I-B(z)B(w) C)
l-zW )I(B) 

::: ..['4;' cF(1(l+w)/ (l-w» • 

It follows that :J (W) has the required properties. 
The existence of a space :J (W) implies the positive

definiteness inequality 

for all finite sets of paint s wI,"" wr in the upper half - plane and 
corresponding vectors cl,"" cr' The inequality holds because the 
number on the left 1s the inner product of 

with itself in :J (W). We use the inequality to show that the 
required transformation T exists. We define T to be the transfor
mation having a given adjoint T*, taking t(<p+) into )I(M). Con
sider an element of r (<p+) of the form 

and an element of )I ( M) of the form 
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where wI' •••• wr are pOints in the upper half - plane and cI' ••• , c r 
are corresponding vectors. A straightforward use of the above 
positive-definiteness inequality will show that the norm of the 
element of ! ('1'+) is no less than the norm of the element of :It (M), 
the norms being taken in the respective spaces. Since such special 
elements of r ('1'+) are dense in ! ('i'+) , there exists a unique 
transformation T* of r( <'1'+) into If (M) which is bounded by I, 
such that 

'P+(z)+~+(w) M(z)IM(w)-I l-i~+c(W)C)
T* : c - .J 2 ,;;",;",:c..;;..:.F-='...!-":'

1Ti(w-z) 21T(Z-W) 

for every vector c when w is in the upper half-plane. The adjoint 
transformation T takes If (M) into ! (<'1'+) and is bounded by 1. 
If 

F (Z»)
T: + - f( z)

( 
F (z) 

then, by the definition of the adjoint, 

.J 2 M( t)IM( w) -1 -iq; (w) c)~
+ If( M) 

, 21T(t-W) ( 
c 

".J2C[i'i' (w)F (w)+F (w)]
+ + 

for every vector c when w is in the upper half-plane. By the 
arbitrarines s of c and w, 

So the required transformation of It (M) into r ('i'+) exists and is 
bounded by l. We now determine the set on which the transformation 
is isometric. 

Consider the elements of the space It(M) :It(M(a» in a 
new norm, the b-norm, defined by 
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2
F+(t») 2 ! (F+(t») + II i</' (t)F (t )+F (t) II ~ ( )( + + - "+F (t)F (t) b H(M( a» 

Since we know that 

> Iii" (t) F (t ) +F (t ) II 2 ( ) 
- + + - ~ "+ 

for every element of H ( M ( a» , 

F+(t») 2 >!~(F+(t»)r
( 

F (t)C::::)CMlan> b - 2 II F -,t) IIH(M(a» 

:t_:::~sgti::te :h~::~:fO::t:i~be(rt	F:~:~e) w~en( ~:~~:)ere: i:(t:e( a» 

F)z) F)w) 

into C 2 is continuous in the metric of H(M( a» for every number w, 
it is continuous in the b-metric. The identity for difference quotients 
given in Theorem 4, which is known to hold in the norm of H( M ( a» , 
is obtained for the b-norm by a straightforward calculation. By 
Theorem 5 the space H(M(a» is a space H(M(b» when it is con
sidered in the b-norm. By construction the space H(M (a» is con
tained in the space H ( M ( b» and the inclusion does not increase 
norms. The adjoint of the inclusion of H(M(a» in H(M(b» takes 

M(b,z)IM(b,w)-I (u) into M(a,z)IM(a,w)-I (U 1 
2~(z-w) 	 2~(Z-~ I v 	 v 

for every pair of vectors u and v and for every complex number w. 
Since the inclusion transformation is bounded by I, its adjoint is 
bounded by I. A computation of norms yields the inequality 

cr M(b, w)IM(b, w) -1 (U) > (uJ- M(a,w)IM(a,w)-I 
21T( w-W) - 2~(W-W) C)v v 
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By the arbitrariness of u and v I we obtain the matrix inequality 

M (b, w) IM( b, w) -I> M (a, w)IM( a, w) -I 
2n(w-w) 2n(w-w) 

If we define M(a,b,z) - IM(a,z)IM(b,z), then M(a,b,z) 1s a 
matrix valued entire function such that 

M ( a, b, z) 1M ( a, b, z) =I =M ( a, b , Z ) 1M ( a, b, z) 

and such that the matrix inequality 

M( a, b , w) IM( a , b, w) -I> 0 
2n( w-W) 

2 
F+(t») 2 (F+(t»)1

= + M(a,t) •( 
FJt) ~(M(a,b» FJt) ~(M(a» 

It is easily verified that t is a Hilbert space in this nonn, that 

[F+(Z)-F+(W)]/(Z-W») (F+(Z»)
belongs to t whenever belongs

( 
[FJz)-FJw)]/(z-w) F-'z) 

to t, and that the identity 

;(F (t») ([G (t)-G (I3)J/(t-l3) ,\../r[F (t)-F (a)]/(t-a») (G (t»)" 

o~F : (t) , [G~(t)-;(13)]/(t-I3>).{-"'\[r:(t)-F: (a) ]I(t-a) , G: (t) ~ 

«
[F (t) -F (a)]/(t-a») ([G (t)-G (13)]/(t-I3»)~

(ii) + + + + 

+ a- [F (t)-F (a)]/(t-a) , [G (t)-G (13)]/(t-l3) t 
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F(Z)J (G(Z»)

holds for all elements + and + of t and for all(

F (z) G (z) 

complex numbers Q and ~. This implies the existence of a self 
adjoint relation H in t, having no finite spectrum, such that 

-1 (F+ ( Z)J _ ([ F+ ( z) -F+ ( w)]/ ( Z-W»)
(H-w) : 

F (z) [F _(z) -F _(w)]/( z-w) 

for every complex number w. By the spectral theorem for self 
adjoint relations, (H-w)-l is identically zero for every w. So the 

element' of , ace con,tant< (:) • By the identity fo' diffe,ence 

quotients in ~ (M (a, b)), given by Theorem 4, the identity uv =vu 

:~~::::: a(n~)~~h)c::st:;~) Th: :::;~:~ ::l~:::a:ince the set of 

F (z) 

I(F (t) JIZ 
Z II i(/l (t )F+ ( t)+F (t) II Z 

+ - £:('1')
F:<t) +It(M) 

is just the orthogonal complement in :u (M ) of the element s 

M( z) (:) whe,e (:) i' in , • 
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APPENDIX ON SQUARE SUMMABLE POWER SERIES 

In this appendix we are concerned with the use of square 
summable power series to study the invariant subspaces of an every
where defined transformation T which has bound 1. Let C( z) be 
the space of square summable power series f( z) = 1: an zn with 
vector coefficients, II f( z) 112 = 1: 1an 12 < 00. We are also concerned 
with factorization properties of power series F( z) 1: F n zn, having 
operator coeffiCients, which represent bounded functions in the unit 
disk. In this case formal multiplication by F( z) is a bounded 
transformation in C(z). The range of multiplication by F( z) is a 
vector subspace of C (z) which contains zF( z) whenever it contains 
F( z). The orthogonal complement of multiplication by F( z) is a 
closed subspace of C (z) which contains [f( z) -f( 0)]/ z whenever 
it contains f( z). The theory of such spaces has been studied by 
Beurling [1] in th~ case of complex coefficients and by Lax [12] in 
the case of vector coefficients. The follOwing work is an expanded 
and Simplified version of the second author's dissertation [16]. 

If B( z) is a power series with operator coefficients such 
that multiplication by B( z) is a partially isometric transformation 
in C (z), let It( B) be the orthogonal complement in C (z) of the 
range of multiplication by B( z). Then It (B) is a closed subspace 
of C (z) which contains [f( z) -f( 0)]/ z whenever it contains f( z). 
Every closed subspace of C(z) which contains [£(z)-f(O)]/z 
whenever it contains f( z) is of the form It (B) for some such B( z). 
If we regard ~(B) as a Hilbert space in the metric of C(z), then 
the transformation R(O): f(zj- [£(z)-f(O)]/z in ~(B) is bounded 
by 1 and lim II Rl, o)n f U = 0 for every f( z) in the space. These 

n-OO 

properties characterize the transformation. 

THEOREM 1. Let T be a transformation of a Hilbert space It into 
itself which is bounded by 1, such that the dimension of the range 
of 1 - T*T does not exceed the dimension of the coefficient space C. 
If there is no nonzero element f of It such that II Tnf II II f 1/ for 
every n =1, 2, 3, •• " then T is unitarily equivalent to the transfor
mation R(O): f(z)- [f(z)-£(O)]/z in some space ltO of formal 
power series with vector coefficients such that [f( z) -f( 0)]/ z be
longs to ~O whenever f( z) belongs to ltO and 

(1) 1I[f( z) -f( o)]/Zll~ IIf(z)lI~ _ If(0)1 
2 

for every f( z) in liO' If 	 lim II Tnf II 0 for every element f of 
n- oo 
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ito' then Uo is contained isometrically in C( z) and is a space 
U(B) for some power series B( z) with operator coefficients sLlch 
that multiplication by B( z) is a partially isometric transformation 
in C(z). 

To determine the invariant subs paces of such a transformation, 
we must determine the spaces UtA) which are contained in a given 
space U ( B). The solution of the problem involves a large clas s of 
spaces, analogous to the ones just defined, but which are not 
necessarily contained isometrically in C ( z). Let B( z) be a power 
series with operator coefficients such that B( z)f( z) belon~s to 
C(z) whenever f(z} belongs to C(z) and IIB(z)f(z)1I < Ilf(z)1I 
for everY f( z). If f( z} 1s in C (z), let its B-norm be defined by 

2 2
IIf(z)ll: = sup [llf(z)+B(z)g(z}U - Ug(z)11 ] 

where the supremum is taken over all elements g( z) of C(z). By 
U( B) we now mean the set of all power series in C (z) which have 
finite B-norm. (The U(B) terminologr is used in this wider sense 
throughout the appendix.) Note that II f( z} II B :::. II f( z) II since we 
can choose g( z) = 0 in the supremum. 

THEOREM Z. Let B( z) be a power series with operator coefficients 
such that B( z)f( z} belongs to C (z) whenever f( z) belongs to 
C(z) and such that h(z)f(z)U < UUz)1I for every f(z) in C(z). 
Then X(B) is a Hilbert space inthe B-norm. If f(z) is in U(B), 
then [f(z)-f(O)]/z is in X(B) and 

( 2) 

for every Hz) in U(B). If multiplication by B(z) is a partially 
isometric transformation in C(z), then it(B) is contained isometri
cally in C(z) and COincides with the orthogonal complement of the 
range of multiplication by B( z). 

Note that when B( z) = z, U(B) is equal isometrically to 
thecoefficient space C, and that when B(z) =0, X(B) isequal 
isometrically to C ( z). We use two characterizations of the series 
B(z) for which U(B) exists. 

LEMMA 1. A transformation T of C( z) into itself which is bounded 
by I and which commutes with multiplication by z is multiplication 
by B( z) for some space it (B) • 

LEMMA 2. If B( z) is a power series with operator coefficients, a 
neces sary and sufficient condition for the existence of U( B) is that 
B( z) converge in the unit disk and that IB( w) I,::: I for Iwi < 1. 
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We use the relation of )f (B) to the range of multiplication by 
B( z) when this multiplication is not a partially isometric transfor
mation in C (z) . 

LEMMA 3. Let )f (B) be a given s pace and let h( z) be an element 
of C(z). A necessary and sufficient condition that h( z) be of the 
form h( z) B( z) g( z), where g( z) is in C( z), is that 

2 
sup [ h( z)+f( z)1I - IIf( z)lI~ 1< 00 

where the supremum is taken over all f( z) in )f( B) • In this case 
g( z) can be chosen so that the supremum is equal to IIg( z) 112. 

The formal relation between factorization and invariant sub
spaces is stated as an inclusion theorem for spaces )f( B) • 

THEOREM 3. Let )f (A) and )f (B) be given spaces. A sufficient 
condition that ~ ( A) be contained in ~ ( B) and that the inclusion 
not increase norms is that B(z) = A(z)C(z) for some space )f(C). 
If multiplication by B( z) is isometric in C ( z), the condition is 
also necessary. 

The relation is only formal since the inclusion need not be 
isometric. It is necessary to study the relation of the subspace to 
the full space when the inclusion is not isometric. 

THEOREM 4. Let ~(A), )feB), and )f(C) be spaces such that 
B( z) A( z) C( z). 

(A) If fez) is in )f(A) and if g(z) is in )f(C), then 
h(z) = fez) + A(z)g(z) is in )feB) and 

Uh(z)I~~ Hf(z)ll! + IIg(z)lI~ • 

( B) Every element h( z) of ~ ( B) has a unique minimal 
decomposition, h( z) = f( z) + A( z) g( z), with f( z) in )f (A), g( z) 
in )f ( C ), and 

(C) If f( z) is in )f (A) and g( z) is in )f( C), a necessary 
and sufficient condition that the decomposition h(z) = f(z)+A(z)g(z) 
be minimal is that 
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whenever 0 fOe z) +A( z) go( z) is a representation of zero with 
f,,(z) in ):I(A) and 90(z) in ):I(C). 

(D) Let hk(z) fk(z)+A(z)9k(z) be a minimal decomposi
tionof hk(z) in ):I(B) with fk(z) in ):I(A) and gk(z) in ):I(C) , 
k = 1, 2.. 1£ wI and Wz are complex numbers, then h( z) = f( z) + 
A(z)g(z) is a minimal decomposition of h(z) wlhl(z)+wZhZ(z) 
in ):I(B) into fez) =wl f 1(z)+w f 2(z) in ):I(A) and g(z) = z
WIgl(z)+wZgZ(z) in ):I(C). 

(E) If hk ( z) = f k ( z)+A( z) gk( z) is a decomposition of 
hk(z) in l:{(B) with fk(z) in l:{(A) and 9k(Z) in l:{(B), k =1, 2, 
and if at least one of the decompositions is minimal, then 

( F) A necessary and sufficient condition that l:{ (A) be 
contained isometrically in l:{ (B) is that l:{ ( A) contain no nonzero 
element of the form A( z)g( z) with g( z) in l:{(C). 

A necessary condition that a space l:{(.B) be contained iso
metrically in C (z) is that (1) hold in the B-norm since the identity 
holds in the metric of C ( z) • We need to know when the identity 
holds if we are to determine what spaces are contained isometrically 
in C ( z). 

LEMMA 4. A necessary and sufficient condition that (1) hold in the 
B-norm of a space l:{(B) is that l:{(B} contain no nonzero element 
of the form B( z) c where c is in C. 

The study of the transformation fez) -[f(z)-f(O)]/z in l:{(B) 
cannot be separated from the study of its adjoint, which is related to 
thetransform~tion f(z)-[f(z)-f(O)]/z in l:{(B*) where B*(z) = 
~Bnzn if B(z) ~Bnzn. 

LEMMA 5. Let l:{(B) be a given space. If c is a vector and if 
Iwl < 1, then [l-B(z)B(w)]c/(l-zw) belongs to l:{(B) and 

cf(w) = <f(z), [1-B(z)B(w)]c/(l-zw»B 

for every f( z) in l:{ ( B) • 

THEOREM 5. If l:{(B) is a given space, then fB(Z)-B(W)]C/(Z-W) 
belongs to l:{(B) for exery vector c when Iw *< 1. ~her.e exists a 
transformation f( z) .... f ( z) of l:{ (B) into l:{ (B ), which IS bounded 

by I, such that 

et( w) <f( z), [B( z) -B( Vi)]e/ (z-w»B 
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for every vector c when I wi < 1. The adjoint of the transformation 
R(w):f(z)-+[f(z)-f(w)]/(z-w) in U(B) is 

R(w)*:f(z) -+[zf(z)-B(z)f(w)]/(l-zw). 

If R(w)*: fez) -+ g(z), then 9(z) (f(z)-f(;,)]/(z-;;). If g(z) 
is in U (B*) and if h( z) is the elem€'nt of U( B) such that 

ch(w) <g(z), [B*(z)-B(w)]c/(z-w) >B* 

for every vector c when I wi < 1, then 

< h( z), f ( z) > B = < g( z) , f ( z) > B * 

for every f( z) in )f (B) • 

The space )f (B) can be characterized by its relation to the 
difference -quotient transformation. 

THEOREM 6. Let ItO be a Hilbert space of formal power series with 
vector coefficients such that (i{ z) -f( 0)]/ z belongs to )f0 whenever 
f( z) belongs to )f0 and the identity (1) holds in the zero-norm. Let 
R(O) be the transformation f(z)-[f(z)-f(O)]/z in )f0 and let R(O)* 
be its adjOint in )f0' Let d be the dimension of C, let dO be the 
dimension of the space of vectors orthogonal to all coefficients of 
elements of )f0' and let dl be the dimension of the closure of the 
range of 1- R( 0) R( 0)*. If d:::. dO + dl , then )f0 is equal isometri
cally to some space )f(B). If d = dO + dl then B(z) can be chosen 
so that there is no nonzero vector c such that B{ z) c belongs to 
)f( B ) • ' 

If a space )f (B) is not contained isometrically in C( z) , then 
it contains a nonzero element of the form B{ z) L( z) where L( z) is 
in C (z). We now construct a new space, the overlapping space, 
from the series which cause the trouble. 

THEOREM 7. If )f (B) is a given space, let t =!B be the set of 

elements L( z) of C( z) such that B( z) L( z) belongs to )f( B) • 
Then ! is a Hilbert space in the norm 

The series [L( z) -L{ 0)]/ z belongs to ! whenever L( z) belongs to 
t and Ii[L(z)-L(0)j/z11t ~ IIL(z)lI! forevery L(z) in !. The 
;:ransformation L( z) -+ [ L( z) - L( 0)]/ z has an isometric adjoint in !. 
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Overlapping spaces are examples of r ('I') spaces. Since 
these spaces have a simple structure, they are useful in studying 
1:1 (B) spaces. If A is an operator we write Re A for ~(A +A) . 

THEOREM 8. Let 1: be a Hilbert space whose elements are power 
series with vector coefficients. Suppose that f( z) - f( 0) is a 
continuous transformation of r into C. Suppose that the transfor
mation f( z) - [f( z) -f( 0)]/ z is everywhere defined and bounded 
and has an isometric adjoint in l. Then every series in 1: con
verges in the unit disk. There exists a power series fP( z) with 
operator coefficients, which converges in the unit disk, such that 
_fl["'(Z)+~(W)]c/(l-ZW) belongs to l for every vector c when 

wi <: 1, and 

cL(w) = <:L(z), H.,,(z)+~(w)]c/(l-zW»! 

for every L( z) in r. The sum of the series fO( z) satisfies the 
inequality Re.,,( w) > 0 for Iw I < 1 and the space t = t ('I") is 
uniquely determined by '1"( z) • 

A space ! (fP) exists corresponding to any such power series 

LEMMAo. Let ){(B) be a given space such that l+B(O) hasan 
operator inverse. Then the transformation 

U: fez) - [f(z)-f(O)]/z -[B(Z)-B(O)][l+B(O)rlf(O)/Z 

is everywhere defined and bounded in ){ ( B), and it has an isometric 
adjoint. 

THEOREM 9. Let fP( z) be a power series with operator coefficients 
which converges to a function having a nonnegative real part in the 
unit disk. Then there exists a space r ('I') which is associated 
with '1'( z) as in Theorem 8. There exists a space ){(B) such that 
1+ B( 0) has an operator inverse and 

'1"( z) = [l-B( z)]/[ i+B( z)] 

as formal power series. The transformation 

f( z) - H 1+.,,( z)]f( z) 

takes ){ ( B) isometrically onto ! ( '1") • 
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The duality theory of j' (fIl) spaces is analogous to the duality 
theory of It(B) spaces. 

THEOREM 10. If t (cp) is a given space, then -H cp( z) -cp( w)] c/ ( z-w) 
belongs to t ( fIl) for every vector c when I wi < 1. There exists a 
transformation f( z) ..... i( z) of t (fIl) into t( fIl*), which is bounded 
by 1, such that 

,..,.. 
c f ( w) = < f ( z) , i[rp( z) - fIl( w) ] c/ ( z -W ) > t ( cp) 

for every vector c when I wi < 1. If R( wI is the transformation 
f(z) ..... [f(z)-f(w)]/(z-w) in .r(rp) when Iwl <1, then the adjoint 
R( w)* of R( w) has the form 

R( w)* : f( z) - [ zf( z)+f('w)]/ (l-zw) • 

* ~ ~ ~ /If R(w) :f(z)-g(z), then g(z) [f(z)-f(w)] (z-w). If g(z) 
is in .r (rp*) and if h( z) 1s the element of t (rp) such that 

ch( w) ::: < g( z), U1(1*( z) -'iP( w)]e! (z-w) >.r (",*) 

for every vector c when Iw I < I, then 

'" <h(z),f(z) >.r(I(I) <g(z),f(z»t(I(I*) 

for every f( z) in .r (cp) • 

The duality theory of .r (cp) spaces is properly related to 
that of It(B) spaces. 

THEOREM 11. Let It(B) be a given space with overlapping space 
t ( cp) • Then t ( cp*) is contained in It ( B *) and the inclusion does 
not increase norms. For every element L( z) of .r (1(1), let L ( z) 
be the element of t (fIl *) such that 

C-L( w) < L( z), i[ rp( z)-cp( 'W)jc/ (z-w) >.r (cp) 

for every vector c when Iw I < 1. Then 

cL(w) '" - <B(z)L(z).[B(z)-B(w)jc/(z-w»B 

for every vector c when Iw I < I . 

Of particular interest in applications are spaces )S (B) such 
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that multiplication by B( z) or by B*( z) is isometric in C (z). The 
following theorem is a characterization of such spaces. 

THEOREM 12. Let Jt( B) be a given s pace, let R( 0) be the trans
formation f(z) ..... [f(z)-f(O)]/z in Jt(B), and let R(O)* be its ad
joint in Jt(B). If lim IlR(o)*ntlIB 0 as n"'" 00 for every f(z) 
in Jt (B), then multiplication by B*( z) is isometric in C ( z) • 

It is often necessary to know when a space Jt( B) is prop

erly related to its adjoint space Jt (B*). 


THEOREM 13. Let Jt(B) be a given space. A necessary and 
sufficient condition that the transformation of Jt ( B) into Jt ( B *) 
defined by Theorem 5 be an isometry is that there exist no nonzero 
vector c such that B*( z) c belongs to Jt (B*). 

When the identity (1) does not hold in a space Jt(B), it can 
be replaced by an equivalent space in which the identity does hold. 

THEOREM 14. Let Jt (B) be a given space such that multiplication 
by B*( z) Is isometric in C(z). Then B( z) = CAl z) where Jt (A) 
exists, mult1plicatIon by A*( z) is isometric in 0 ( z), there is no 
nonzero vector c such that A( z) c belongs to Jt( A), C is an oper
ator having an isometric adjoint, and the transformation f( z) .... Cf( z) 
takes Jt (A) isometrically onto II (B). 

The II (B) theory can be used to study the factorization 
properties of operator valued analytic functions F( z) which are 
bounded by 1 in the unit disk. The results obtained are of particular 
interest if 1- FC z) has completely continuous values. The following 
theorem is concerned with complete continu1ty in factorization. 

THEOREM 15. Let F( z) be a power series with operator coefficients 
which converges in a disk of radius a > 1 about the origin, such that 
the coefficients of I-F( z) are completely continuous and such that 
the operator F( w) has a dense range for some number w, I w I < 1. 
Let B( z) be a power series with operator coefficients such that 
multiplication by B( z) is a partially isometric transformation in 
C (z). If the range of multiplication by B( z) contains the range of 
mulUplicaUonby F(z) in O(z), then I-B(O)Ir(O) andthecoeffi 
cients of B( z) -Be 0) are completely continuous. 

Some awkwardness can arise in factorizations when multi 
plication by B( z) Is not isometric. In certain cases it is possible 
to refactor in such a way as to obtain an isometric multiplication. 

THEOREM 16. Let F( z) and B( z) be power series with operator 
coefficients such that multiplication by F( z) is a bounded 
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transfonnation in C (z) and multiplication by B( z) is a partially 
isometric transfonnation in C ( z). If the range of multiplication by 
B( z) in C (z) contains the range of multiplication by F( z) in C( z), 
and if there exists a number w, Iw I < 1, such that the operator F( w) 
has a dense range in C, then there exists an isometric operator S 
such that B( z) =B( z) s'S' and multiplication by B( z) S is isometric 
in C (z). 

We now study the factorization properties of B( z) • 

THEOREM 17. Let B( z) be a power series with operator coefficients 
such that multiplication by B( z) is isometric in C( z) and 
I-B( 0) 1f( 0) is completely continuous. If there is some number w,
Iwi < 1, such that B( w) has a densE: range in C, and if the poly
nomials which belong to )I: ( B) are dense in )I: ( B), then there exist 
projections PI"'" Pr of finite dimensional range such that 

for some unitary operator U. 

A fundamental theorem of complex function theory states that 
the zeros of a nonzero analytic function are isolated. Various ana
logues of zeros are available for an operator valued function F( z). 
We may mean a pOint w where F( w) is equal to zero, or a point 
w where F( w) has a nonzero kernel, or a point w where F( w) 
fails to have an everywhere defined and bounded inverse. In general 
such points are not isolated. For this reason the analytic function 
theory of operator valued functions is essentially different from the 
analytic function theory of complex valued functions. Yet there are 
situations in which operator valued functions behave like complex 
valued functions, apart from noncommutaUvity of multiplication. It 
is important to know when the analogy between complex valued func
tions and operator valued functions is sustained. 

THEOREM 18. Let F( z) be a power series with operator coefficients, 
which converges in a disk of radius a > 1 about the origin, such that 
the coefficients of I-F( z) are completely continuous and the operator 
F( w) has a dense range for some number w,. Iwi < 1. Then there 
exist projections PO' ••• ' of finite dimensional range such thatPr 

for some power series G( z) with operator coefficients such that 
G( 0) has an operator inverse. 

The convergence properties of products with operator coeffi
cients are analogous to those of products with complex coefficients. 
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THEOREM 19. Let (On) be a sequence of projection operators 
having finite dimensional ranges and let (wn ) be a sequence of 
nonzero numbers such that lim Iwn I = 00 as n .... 00. Then 

P(z) = lim (l-Olz/wl)exP(Olz/wl )", 

n---- OO 


1 n n
(1-0 z/w )exp(O z/w +••• +-0 z /w )

n n n n nn n 

converges in the operator norm, uniformly for z in any bounded set. 
The limit P( z) is an operator valued entire function such that 
I-P( z) has completely continuous values, and P( wI has an opera
tor inverse when w..;. wn for every n. 

We now characterize the products so obtained. The result 
generalizes the Weierstrass factorization of complex valued entire 
functions. 

THEOREM 20. Let F( z) be an operator valued entire function such 

that I-F( z) has completely continuous values and F( 0) has an 

operator inverse. Then F( z) = P( z) G( z) for some operator valued 

entire function P( z) as in Theorem 19 and some operator valued 

enUre function G( z) such that I-G( w) is a completely continuous 

operator and G( w) has an operator inverse for every w. 


Proof of Theorem 1. The proof generalizes the proof of Theorem 12 

of [10]. Let Co be the range of I-T*T, but with a new inner product. 

If a O-T*T) f and b = (1-T*T) g are in CO' let <a, b >0 = 

« 1-T*T) f, g>. It is easily verified that this definition does not 

depend on the choice of f and g and that Co has a well-defined 

inner product. By the dimension hypothesis we can assume without 

loss of generality that Co is contained isometrically in the coeffi 

cient space C. If f is in 1:1, define a power series f( z) =.r; anzn 


with vector coefficients an = (l-T*T)Tnf, n = 0, 1,2,. ••• Then 

lan l

2 = II Tntll 2 - IITn+lfIl2. Since we assume that there is no non
zero element f of 1:1 such that II Tndl Ilfll for every n =1, 2, 3, ... , 

there is no nonzero element f of )f for which the corresponding 

power series f( z) vanishes identically. The set )fO of all power 

series f( z) corresponding to elements f of 1:1 is a Hilbert space 

in the unique inner product which makes the correspondence U: f- f(z) 

an isometry. If U:f-f(z), then U:Tf ---- [f(z)-f~O)]/z. The iden

tity (1) follows from the identity lao 12 II f 112 - II Tf 112. If 

lim Ii Tnf II 0 as n ---- 00 for every f in )f then 
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and ltO is contained isometrically in C ( z) • The theorem follows 
because )10 is a closed subspace of C (z) which contains 
[f(z)-f(O)]/z whenever it contains f(z). 

Proof of Theorem 2. The proof that ):I (B) is a Hilbert space is the 
same as for Theorem 7 of [10]. If f( z) is in ~(B) and if g( z) 
is in C ( z), 

lI[f(z)-f(O)]/z t B(z)g(z)~2 - IIg(z)U
2 

2 2 
= IIf(z)-f(0)tzB(z)g(z)U _ IIg(z)U

2 2 2 
= IIf(z)+B(z)zg(z)1I _ IIzg(z)1I _ If(0)1

Z ~ 11ft z)lI: - 1ft o)I • 

The inequality (Z) follows from the arbitrariness of g( z). 
If multiplication by B( z) is a partially isometric transfor

mation in C ( z), let f( z) = B( z) h( z) be in the range of multipli
cation by B(z) with h(z) chosensothat IIf(z)1I IIh(!)U. Let 
g( z) =wh( z) for a positive number w. Then 

Since w is arbitrary, 11ft z) II = 00 unless f( z) vanishes identi
cally. If on the other hand ffz) is orthogonal to the range of multi
plication by B( z) in C ( z), then 

II f( z)+B( z) g( z) 112 _ II g( z) liZ ::: II f( z) 112 t II B( z) g( z) liZ _ II g( z) liZ ~ II f( z) 112 

for every g( z) in C( z). It follows that II f( z) II B ~ II f( z) II. Since 
any B-norm majorizes the norm of C(z), ~(B) is contained isometri
cally in C (z) • 

Proof of Lemma 1. Regard C as a vector subspace of C ( z). The 
restriction of T to C can be written in the form T: c - B( z) c where 
B( z) ::: !: Bnzn is a power series whose coefficients are transformations 
of C into itself. Since ilTlI~l, !:IBncIZ~lcI2 for every vector 
c, and each Bn is an operator which is bounded by 1. Since T 
commutes with multiplication by z, T: f( z)- B( z)f( z) for every poly
nomial f( z). Since T is bounded and since the polynomials are 
dense 1n C ( z), the same formula evaluates the action of T for 
every f( z) in C (z) • 
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Proof of Lemma 2. For the sufficiency suppose that B( z) converges 
to a function which is bounded by 1 in the unit disk. To show that 
a space U(B) exists we must show that ~B{z)f(z)lI:s. i/f(z)U for 
every f( z) 	 in C(z). If f( z) I: anzn , then 

2n . 2(2n)-1 J If(re18 )1 de '" l: /nl a 12 
o 	 n 

when 0 < r < 1. The product g( w) B( w) f( w) is a vector valued 
analytic function of w in the unit disk and so is represented by a 

npower series g( w) ::: I: bnw with vector coefficients. Since we 
assume that IB(w)l:s.l for Iwl < 1, we have Ig(w)1 :s.lf(w)1 and 

2 2 1 211" .e 2L r nib I ::: (2n)- f Ig(re1 )1 de 
n 	 0 

-1 f211"1 ie 12 \' 2nl 12:s. (2n) f(re) de::: L.J r an • 
o 

By the arbitrariness of r, L Ibn l2 :s. L Ian 12. Since the product of 
the formal power series is consistent with the product of function 
values, IIB(z)£(z)11 < lI£(z)1I forevery f(z) andtheexistenceof 
U ( B) follows. 

For the necessity assume that H(B) exists, so that 
/lB(z)£(z)1I < l/f(z)1I forevery f(z) in C(z). Wemustshowthat 
B( z) converges to a function which is bounded by 1 in the unit 
disk. If B(z) ::: I:Bnzn, the hypotheses imply that UB(z)cU :s.lcl 
for every vector c, and hence that 1Bnc I :s. Ic 1 for all indices n. 
By the arbitrariness of c, each operator Sn is bounded by l. It 
follows that the series B( w) L Snwn converges in the operator 

nnorm when I	wi < 1. If f( z) ::: I: anz is in C (z), the series 
nf( w) '" Lanw converges in the metric of C when Iwi < 1. For 

every vector c, (l-zw)-lc belongs to C (z) and 
-	 --1cf(w) :::<f(z),{l-zw) c>. 

If we choose f( z) ::: B( z)( l-zw)-la for some vector a and apply 
the Schwarz inequality, we obtain 

_ -	 -1 12 II 112 - -11 121cB( w)( l-ww) a ~ f( z) ( l-ww) c 

- -11 12 -11 12~ (l-ww) a (l-ww) c 

since we assume that IIB(z)(l-zw)-lall :s.11(l-zw)-lali. It follows 
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that IcB(w)al < lallcl. By the arbitrariness of a and c, 
IB(w)I::.l. 

Proof of Lemma 3. The argument is the same as for Theorem 9 of [10]. 

Proof of Theorem 3. The sufficiency is obtained in an obvious way 
from the definition of the B-norm. For the necessity suppose that 
l! (A) is contained in l! (B) and that the inclusion does not increase 
norms. If f( z) is in C (z) and if g( z) is in l! (A), then 

2
IIf(z)1I .:: IIB(z)f(z)+g(z)1I2-llg(z)l~ 

2 
.:: IIB(z)f(Z)+g(z)1I -lIg(z)lI! 

By Lemma 3, B( z) f( z) = A( z) h( z) for some series h( z) in C (z). 
If h( z) is chosen of smallest norm, it is uniquely determined by 
f( z). The transformation T: f( z) - h( z) so defined in C (z) is 
linear and bounded by 1. The theorem follows from Lemma 1 once it 
is shown that T commutes with multiplication by z in C (z). For 
if Lemma 1 applies, T is multiplication by C( z) for some space 
l!(C). Since B(z)f(z) =A(z)C(z)f(z) forevery f(z) in C(z), 
B ( z) = A( z) C ( z) • 

It remains to show that T commutes with multiplication by 
z in C ( z). Since multiplication by B( z) is assumed to be isometric 
in C ( z) , 

IIf(z)1I = IIB(z)f(z)11 = IIA(z)h(z)II::.lih(z)II::.lif(z)1i 

whenever T: f( z). - h( z). It follows that T is an isometry and 
that multiplication by A( z) is isometric on the range of T. Now 
suppose that T: f( z) - h( z) and that T: zf( z) - k( z). Then 
A(z)[zh(z)-k(z)] =0 where IIA(z)zh(z)II=lIzh(z)1I and 
II A( z) k( z) II = II k( z) II. Since multiplication by A( z) is bounded by 
1 in C ( z), it follows that 

IIA(z)[zh(z)-k(z)]1I = Ilzh(z)-k(z)1I = 0 

So k( z) = zh( z) and T commutes with multiplication by z. 

Proof of Theorem 4. The arguments here are the same as for square 
summable power series with complex coefficients. See Problems 
48 and 52-56 of [10]. 

Proof of Lemma 4. See the proof of Theorem 16 of [10]. 
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Proof of Lemma 5. If c is a vector and if w is a number, Iw I < 1, 

(1_zw)-1 c is a power series with vector coefficients which belongs to 
C(z) and cf(w) =c<f(z),(1-zw)-1 c > for every f(z) in C(z). 
Since 

- -1 - - -1<B(z)u(z),(l-zw) c> cB(w)u(w)=c<u(z),(l-zw) B(w)c> 

for every u( z) in C ( z), 

- -1 - - -1K(w,z)c (l-zw) c - B( z) B( w) (l-zw) c 

belongs to 'It ( B) by the proof of Theorem 8 of [10 J and 

(l_zw)-lc K( w, z)c + B( z)B( w) (l-zw)-lc 

-1
is a minimal decomposition of (l-z~) c in C (z) with K( w, z) c 
in 'It(B) and B(w)(1-zw)-lc in C(z). If f(z) is in )t(B), then 

- -1<f(z),K(w,z)c>B =<f(z),(l-zw) c> cf(w) 

by Theorem 4E. 

Proof of Theorem 5. We verify the stated form of R( 0) *. Observe 
that [B( z) -B( O)]c/z belongs to )t(B) for every vector c. For if 
g(z) is in C(z), 

2
II[B(z)-B(O)]c/z + B(z)9(z)02 _ IIg(z)1I

2 2 2 
::: IIB(z)c+B(z)zg(z)U _ IIzg(z)1I - IB(0)cI

2 2 2 2 2 
< Iic+zg(z)11 _ IIzg(z)1I _ IB(0)cI ::: Icl _ IB(0)cI • 

By the arbitrariness of g( z) , 

II[B(Z)-B(O)]c/zll~:: Icl
2 

- IB(0)cI 
2

• 

It follows that there exists a unique vector -f (0) for every f( z) in 
)t (B) such that 

'Cf( 0) ::: <f( z), (B( z) -B( O)Jc/z >B 

for every vector c. Let f( z) be in )t (B) and let R( 0) * : f( z)- g(z). 
Then for every vector c and number w, I wi < 1, 
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c g( w) = <g( z), [l-B( z)B( w)]c/( l-z~) >B 

= < f( z) , {[ I-B( z) B( w)] c / (l-z~) - [ I-B ( 0) B( w)] c} / z > B 

= <f(z), w[l-B(z)B(w)]c/U-zW):e- <f(z),[B(Z)-B(O)]B(w)c/z>B 

=c[wf(w)-B(w)f(O)] 

by Lemma 5 and the definition of the adjoint. Since c and ware 
arbitrary, g( z) = zf( z) -B( z)f( 0), which is the required form of 
R( 0) *. Note that 

I""ftt.,I I""ftt.,I I""ftt.,I2 
II zf( z) -B( z)f (0) I~ = < zf(z) -B( z) f (0), zf( z) -B( z) f (0) >B 


,..., 

= <f(z),f(z) - [B(z)-B(O)]f(O)/z>B 


2 
= Ilf( z) I~ - rt( 0)1 

by the definition of the adjoint. 
The form of R( O)*n is obtained from the form of R( 0)* by 

iteration. If f(z) is in ~(B), let (fn(z» be the sequence of 
elements of ~ (B) defined inductively by fO( z) = f( z) and 
R( 0) * : fn( z) - fn+l ( z). If an is the unique vector such that 

ca =<f (z),[B(z)-B(O)]c/z>B
n n 

for every vector c, then f +l ( z) = zf ( z) -B(z) an andn n

2 2
IIf 1(z)II = IIf (z)II -la 12 

n+ B n B n 

It follows that R( 0) *n: f( z) - f (z) where 
n 

These properties of R( 0) * are best understood by con
structing a new Hilbert space '( B) whose elements are pairs 
(f( z), g( z» of power series with vector coefficients. By definition 
(f(z),g(z» belongs to Q(B) if f(z) belongs to ~(B) and if 
g( z) = a

O 
+ alz + azzZ + • •• where 
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belongs to )( (B) for every n =1, 2, 3, •• " and the sequence 

is bounded. Note that the sequence is nondecreasing. For if g( z) 
is in C ( z) , 

II znf ( z) -B( z)( aoz
n

-
1 
+ ... + an_I) +B( z) g( z) 112 _ II g( z) 112 

2 2= IIZn+lf(z)-B(z)(aozn+ ... +a )+B(z)(a +zg(z»11 _lIa +zg(z)1I +la 12 
n n n n 

n+l n 112 I 12.::: II z f(z)-B(zHaoz +... +a ) B + an • 
n

By the arbitrariness of g( z), 

n n-I 112
II z f( z) -B( z){ aOz + ••• + an_I) B 

n l2< Ilzn+lf(Z)-B(z){aoz + ... +an)ll: + la • 
n 

If we define 

II (f( z) , g( z» 112 
j (B) 

n 1 2 2
lim (II znf·(Z)_B(Z)(aoZ - +... +a _ )1I: + l a l + ... + la _ 1 ] , 

n 1 o n 1n- 00 

we then have II f( z) II B ~ Ii(f( z) , g( z» II" (B) and Ilg(z) II ~ lI(f(z),g (z» 11 (B) • 
8 

It is easily verified that .Q (B) is a Hilbert space in the inner product 
corresponding to this norm. There exists an isometry f( z)-(f(z) ,t( z» 
of )( (B) into 8 ( B) such that 

*n n n-I
R( 0) : f( z) - z f( z) - B( z)( aOz + ... + an_I) 

for every n =1, 2, 3, •• " where i( z) =2.: anzn • 
Consider any element of " (B) of the form (0, g( z)) where 

g(z) = 2.:bnzn • If f(z) is in )((B) and if t(z) = 2.:a z n , we show n 
inductively that 
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n n-l n-l 
<z f(z)-B(z)(aOz + ••• +a _ ), B(z)(bOz + ••• +b _1) >B 

n l n


boao + ••• + bn_1a _
n 1 

for every n 1, 2, 3, • •• • When n the fonnula is obtained by 
the definition of the adjoint since 

On the other hand if the fonnula is known for some n, the definition 
of the adjoint yields 

n+l n n 
<z f(z)-B(z)(aoz +••• +a ), B(z)(boz +••• +b ) >B 

n n

n n-l n-l 
= < z f( z) -B~ z)( aoz + ••• + an_I)' B( z)( boz + ••• + b _1) >B n

n n-l 
+ <z f(z)-B(z)(aoz + ••• + an_I)' [B(z)-B(O)]bn/z>B 

=ba + ... +b a +ba. 
o 0 n-l n-l n n 

The fonnula follows for all n. By the definition of the inner product 
in Ij (B) , 

«f(z),f(z»), (O,g(z»>~(B) 

n n-l n-l 
= lim [ <z f(Z)-'B(z)(aoz + ••• +a _l ), -B(z)(boz + ••• +bn_l»B n n-OO 

+ boa +... + b la 1] = 0 •o n- n-

So (O".sl( z» is orthogonal to the range of the transfonnation f( z) 
(f(z),f(z)). Note that every element (f(z),g(z» of Ij(B) canbe 
written 

(f(z),g(z» = (f(z),f(z»+(O,g(z)-f(z» 

,..., 
where (0, g( z) -f (z» is in Ij (B). The orthogonal complement in 
8(B) of the set of elements of the fonn (f(z),r(z» where f(z) 
is in ~ (B) is therefore the set of elements of the form (0, g( z». 

We show that [B(z)-B(w)]c/(z-w) belongs to U(B) for 
every vector c when Iw I < 1. Define a sequence (gn (z)) of 
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elements of ~(B) inductively by got z) (B( z) -B( O)]c/z and 

gn+l(z) = [gn(z)-gn(O)]!z. Since R(O) is bounded by I, the 

expansion 


Z
[B(z)-B(w)]c!(z-w) = go(z) +w91(z) +w gz(z) + ... 

is valid in the metric of ~ (B). The sum therefore belongs to ~ (B). 
If f(z) is in ~(B), let (fn(z» be the sequence of elements of 
~ (B) defined inductively by fO( z) = f( z) and R( 0)*: fn(z) - fn+l(z). 

nIf i( z) = Z anz , then 

can =<fn(z),[B(z)-B(O)]c!z>B <f(z),gn(z»B' 

It follows that 
00 

cf(w) 	=<f(z), L wng (z»B <f(z),[B(z)-B(w)]c!(z-w»B' 
o n 

Since Iwi < I, the expansion 

R(w)*:; R(O)* + wR(O)*Z+wZR(O)· 3 + ... 

converges in the norm of If (B) when Iw I < 1. Since the expansion 

~ n n _ 

l...J w (aoz + ••• +. a ) = f (w) ! (l-zw) 

o 	 n 

is valid in the metric of C ( z) when Iw I < 1, 

R( w)·: f( z) - [zf( z) -B( z)f( w)]!( I-zw) 

when Iwi < I. These formulas allow us to determine f( z) when 
f(z) = [1-B(z)B(O')]a/(l-za) for some vector a and number a, 
10' I < 1. By Lemma 5, f( z) belongs to If (B) and 

c f(w) 	=<f(z),[B(z)-B(w)]c!(z-w»B 

::; < (B( z) -B( w)]c!( z-w), [l-B( z) B( a)]a/(l-z;»; 

={a[B(a)-B(w)]c/(a-w)} 

=c[B(a)-B(w)]a/(;-w) • 

--	 . By the arbitrariness of c and w, f(z) =[8 (z)-B(O')]a/(z-ii"). It 
follows that the pair 
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([ I-B( z) B( a)]al (l-za) , [B* ( z) -B( a)] 1( z --;» 
belongs to il (B) and that 

- - * aft a) < (f( z), g( z» , ([ I-B( z) B (a)] al (l-za) , [B (z) -B( a)]a/(z-a»>il (B) 

for every element (f(z),g(z» of 8(B). 
The definition of the space 8 (B) has been made in such a 

way that (zf( z) -B( z) g( 0), [g( z) -g( 0)]1 z) belongs to il (B) when
ever (f(z),g(z» belongs to il(B). The norm in i.l(B) is such that 

2
!I(zf(z)-B(z)g(O), [g(Z)-g(O)]/z)II!(B) =1i(f(z),g(z»II!(B) _lg(0)1 • 

We show that ([f(z)-f(O)]/z,zg(z)-B*(z)f(O» belongs to il(B) 
whenever (f(z),g(z» belongs to il(B). Let fl(z) [f(z)-f(O)]/z 
and gl( z) zg( z) -B*( z)f( 0). Then 

zfl(z)-B(z)gl(O) = fez) - [1-B(z)B(O)]f(O) 

[gl(z)-gl(O)]lz g(z) - [B*(z)-B*(O)]f(O)/z • 

Since (f(z),g(z» and ([1-B(z)B(O)]f(O),[B*(z)-B*(O)jf(O)/z) 
belong to .9(B), (zfl(z)-B(z)gl(O),[gl(z)-gl(OI]/z)belongs to 
'( B). It follows from the definition of '(B) that (fl( z), gl( z» 
belongs to '( B) and that 

On expressing these series in terms of f( z) and g( z) and expand
ing the left side as a self product, we obtain 

II(f(z),g(Z»U!(B) -If(O) 12= lI([f(z)-f(O)] Iz,zg(z) -B*( z)f( 0»11 !(B) • 

A similar argument will obtain the identity 

< ( [f( z) -f( 0)] 1z, zg( z) -B*( zl f( 0» , (u( z) , v( z)) > il (B) 

= < (f( z), g( z», (zu( z) -B( z) v( 0), [v( z) -v( 0)] Iz) > il (B) 

for all elements (i( z), g( z» and (u( z), v( z» of il( B) • 
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If (f(z),g(z» is1n 4\(B), define a sequence of elements 
(fn( z), gn( z» of ~ (B) inductively by 

(fo(z),go(z» = (f(z),g(z» 

(zf (z)-B(z)g (O),[g (z)-g (O)J/z).
n n n n 

Since II (fn( z), gn( z» H~ (B) ~ II (f( z), g( z» 111) (B) for every n, the 

expansion 

([ zf( z) -B( z)g( w)]/(l-zw), [g( z) -g( w)] I( z-w),J 

is valid in the metric of .1) (B) when Iw I < 1. The sum therefore 
belongs to 6)(B). If (f(z),g(z)) and (u(z),v(z» are in il(B) 
and if 0' and ~ are numbers, 10'1 < I and I~ I < l, the identity 

(l-O'i3) <(( zf(z) -B( z) g( 0')] I (l_.zO'), [g( z) -g( 0')]/ (z-O'» , 

([ zu( z) -B( z) v( ~)J I (l-z~), (v( z) -v( ~)] I ( z-~» >il (B) 

-0'< ({ zf( z)-B(z) g(a)] /( l-za), (g(z) -g( 0') JI (z-a)), (u( z), v( z» >.( B) 

-'13< (f(z) ,g( z)), ({'zu(z)-B( z) v( ~)Jl(l-z~) , [ v( z) -v( ~)] /( z-~)) >ill B) 

=<~f(z),g(z»,(u(z),v(z»>.(B) -v(~)g(O') 

is obtained by a straightforward calculation. See for example the 
analogous Problem 87 of [10J. A similar argument will show that 

([f(z)-f(w)]/(z-w), [zg(z)-B*(z)f(w»)/(l-zw» 

belongs to ~ (B) whenever (f( z), g( z)) belongs to ~ (B) if Iw I< 1. 
If (f(z),g(z» and (u(z),v(z» are in ~(B) and if a and ~ are 
numbers, Ia I < 1 and I~ I < 1, then 
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(1-0:"13) <([ f( z) -f( 0:)] I( z-a) , [ zg( z) -B * ( z) f ( a) J I(l-za» , 

([ u( z) - u( 13)] I ( z-l3) , [ zv( z) -B*( z) u( 13)]I(l-z~J) > • (B) 

-a <([ f( z) -f( a)] I( z-a), [ zg( z) -B*( z)f( a)J IO-za», (u( z), v( z)) >,( B) 

-"13 « f( z) , g( z» , ([ u( z) -u( 13)] I( z-l3) ,[ zv( z) -B*( z) u( ~)] I( 1-z~» >, (B) 

::: «f(z),g('z»,(u(z),v(z))>'(B) - u(~)f(a). 

If (f(z),g(z» and (u(z),v(z» are in '(B) and if w is a number, 
Iwi < I, then 

« [f( z) -f( wI] I( z-w),[ zg( z) -B*( z)f( w)] I( I-zw»,( u( z) ,v( z))> , (B) 

= « f( z) ,g( z)) ,( [ zu( z)-B( z) v(w)] l(l-zw), [v( z) -v(w)j I (z-W)) > • (B) • 

If c is a vector and if Iwi < I, then ([ B( z) -B(w)jcl( z-'W) , 
[I-B*(z)B(w)jc/(l-zw)) belongs to '(B) andtheidentity 

cg( w) =« f( z) ,g( z» ,([B(z)-B(w)]c/(z-w), [l-B*(z)B(W))c/( l-zw)) >'(B) 

holds for every element (f( z), g( z)) of , (B). This follows directly 
from the definition of the space when w =o. The general case is 
obtained by a straightforward use of the previous identities. (A 
similar calculatiori appears in detail in the proof of Theorem 10. ) 

We show that the transformation (f(z),g(z))- (g(z),f(z)) 
takes the space , ( B) as sociated with )( (B) isometrically onto 
the space '(B*) associated with )(B*). If (f(z),g(z)) is a 
finite sum of elements of the form 

( [ I-B( z) B( w) Ju/(I-zw), [B *( z) -B( w) J ul (z-w)) 

([ B( z) -B(w)jvl( z-w), [I-B*( z)B(w) ]vl (l-zw)) 

where u and v are vectors and Iwi < I, then (g( z), f( z)) is a 
finite sum of elements of the same form with B( z) replaced by 
B*( z). It is easily verified that 
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for such sums. Since such sums (f( z), g( z» are dense in fj (B) 
and since the corresponding sums (g( z), f( z» are dense in fj (B*), 
it follows that the transformation (f( z) , g( z» - (g( z) , f ( z» take s 
"( B1 isometrically onto "( B*). The theorem follows on recalling 
the relation of ,Q(B) to II(B) and of 8(B*) to II(B*). 

Proof of Theorem 6. Let III be the space of power series f( z) 
such that {f( z) -f( 0)1/z belongs to Ii 0' in the norm 

II f( z) II~ III f( z) -f( 0)] I z U~ + If( 0) 12 • 

It is easily verified that III is a Hilbert space in this metric. Since 
(1) holds in 110 , the space UI contains liO isometrically. Let 
S(O) be the transformation fez) - {f(z)-f(O)J/z in III and let 
S( 0)* be its adjoint in UI' A straightforward computation will show 
that S( 0)* : f( z) - zf( z) whenever f( z) is in 110 and that S( 0)* 
annihilates the orthogonal complement of UO' The action of R( 0)* 
on an element f( z) of J(O is the projection of zf( z) in J(O' It 
follows that f( z) is in the kernel of I-R( 0) R( 0)* if, and only if, 
zf( z) belongs to J(r' This happens if, and only if, f( z) is orthog
onal to all series g( z) -g( 0)11z where g( z) belongs to the 
orthogonal complement of Uo in HI' It follows that the transfor
mation f( z) - {f( z) .f( 0)] 1z takes the orthogonal complement of 
HO in HI into the closure of the range of I-R( 0) R( 0'*, and that the 
range of the transformation is dense in the closure of the range of 
I-R( 0) R( 0)*. The kernel of the transformation is the set of all 
constants orthogonal to J(O' which is the same as the set of all 
vectors orthogonal to coeffiCients of HO' If d.:::. dO +dl' there 
exists a partially isometric transformation U which takes C onto 
the orthogonal complement of HO in UI • If d = dO +dl , we can 
choose U to be an isometry. 

If f( z) = ~ anzn is in UO' define a sequence of elements 
fn(z) of J(O inductivelybyfO(z)=f(z) andfn+l(z)={fn(z)-fn(O)]/z. 
Since fn(O) = an' the identity (1) implies that 

2Hi (z) 110 . Ia 12 • 
n n 

It follows on summation that 

l2By the arbitrariness of n, ~~ la ~ Ilf(z)B~. So the space J(On 
is contained in C (z) and the inclusion does not increase norms. 
By the proof of Lemma I, the transformation U is of the form U: c
B( z) c for some power series B( z) with operator coefficients. As 
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there the coefficients of B( z) are bounded by 1 and B( z) converges 
in the unit disk. If f( z) is in It} and is orthogonal to Itq, it is of 
the form f( z) =B( z) a for some vector a such that II f( z) III = Ia I . 
It follows that 

cf(w) cB(w)a <B(z)a,B(z)B(w)c>l <f(z),B(z)B(w)c>l' 

Since ItO is contained in e (z) and since the inclusion does not 
increase norms, the transformation f( z) - f( w) of ItO into e is 
continuous for every number w, I w I < I. The adjoint transformation 
of e into ItO is of the form c - K( w, z) c for some power series 
K( w, z) with operator coefficients. If f( z) is in Ito' then 

Cf(w) =<f{z),K(w,z)c>o 

for every f( z) in ItO' We now compute the form of K( w, z). 
Note that K( w, z) c+B( z) B( w) c belongs to Itl for every 

vector c when Iwl < I and 

cf(w) <f(z),K(w, z)c+B(z)B(w) c >1 

for every f( z) in Itl • But by the definition of ltl' c+zWK(w, z) c 
belongs to Itl and 

<f( z), c+zwK( w, z) c > 1 

a(O) + w<[f(z)-f(O)]/z,K(w,z)c>o 

cf(0) + c [ f ( w) - f ( 0)] =a ( w) 

for every f( z) in It}. By the arbitrariness of f( z) and c, 

1 + zwK( w, z) =K( w, z) + B( z)B (w) • 

It follows that K( w, z) [l-B( z) B( w)] I( l-zw). Since 

cK(w,w)c IIK(W,z)cll~ ~ 0 

for every vector c, IB( w) c I < I c I for every vector c when I wi < 1. 
By the arbitrariness of c, IBrw)1 < 1 for Iwl < 1. A space It{B) 
exists by Lemma 2. The finite sums of elements of the form K(w,z)c, 
c in e and Iwl < 1, are dense in ItO and It(B), and the norm of 
such functions isthe same in ltO as in It(B) since 1t is an expres
sion in terms of B( z) • It follows that ItO is equal isometrically to 
It(B). If d do+d , we have chosen B(z) so that B(?)c '" 0 for

l 
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no nonzero vector c. Since ~ ( B) contains no nonzero element of 
the fonn B( z) c, where c is in C, there is no nonzero vector c 
such that B( z) c belongs to ~ (B). 

Proof of Theorem 7. We omit the routine verification that ! is a 
Hilbert space. H L( z) is in !, the inequality 

1s obtained by a straightforward computation of the B-nonn on the 
left. It follows that [L(z)-L(O)]/z is 1n ! whenever L(z) is 
in ! and that U[L( z) -L( O)J /z II! ~ DL( z) "!' The main problem 

is to show that the transfonnation T: L( z) - [L( z) -L( 0) J I z in ! 
has an isometric adjoint. The action of T* can be detennined for 
special elements of ! obtained through minimal decompositions. 
H f( z) is in C ( z), the minimal decomposition of B( z) f( z) is of 
the fonn 

B(z)f(z) = B(z)g(z) + B(z)[f(z)-g(z)J 

where g( z) is a uniquely determined element of !. By Theorem 4C 
this element is characterized by the identity 

0:;;; <B(z)g(z),B(z)L(z) >B + <f(z)-g(z), -L(z) > 

for every element L( z) of !. By the definition of the inner product 
in ,r, this condition is 

<f(z),L(z»::<g(z),L(z»,r • 

In other words the transformation f( z) - g( z) of C( z) into ! 
defined by minimal decompositions is the adjoint of the inclusion of 
,r in C (z). In particular when g( z) = L( z) we obtain 

Ilg(z)lI~ = <f(z),g(z) > 

where by Theorem 4E 

<B( z)f( z), B( z)f( z) > = <f( z), f( z) -g( z) >. 

It follows that 

') 2 2IIg(z)lI; = lIf(z)1I -IIB(z)f(z)1I • 

But the inclusion of t in C (z) commutes with the difference
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quotient transformation. It follows that under the adjoint transforma
tion of C (z) into t., the adjoint of the difference-quotient trans
formation in C (z) corresponds to the adjoint of the difference
quotient transformation in t.. Explicitly T*: g{ z) - h{ z) where 
h{ z) is the unique element of t. such that 

B( z) zf( z) B( z) h( z) + B( z) [zf( z) -h( z)] 

is a minimal decomposition. Since 

IIh(z)lI~ = Ilzf(z)UZ - IIB(z)zf(z)1I 
2 

and since multiplication by z is isometric in C ( z), II h( z) lit. = 
II g( z) ~ t.. We have shown that T* is isometric on special elements 
of ! obtained by minimal decomposition. These elements of ! are 
those in the range of the adjoint of the inclusion of t. in C( z). 
Since the inclusion is one-to-one, the adjoint has a dense range in 
!. Since T* is continuous, it is isometric in !. 

Proof of Theorem 8. Let R( 0) be the transformation f( z) 
[f( z) -f( 0)] /z in t.. Since R( 0) is bounded by I, the series 
:E~ wn R( 0) nf converges in the metric of t if f( z) is in ! and 
Iwi < 1. Since J: f( z) - f( 0) is a continuous transformation of ! 
into C, the expansion f{ w) =:E~ wn JR( 0) n f is valid in the metric 
of C when Iwi < I, and f( z) - f( w) is a continuous transfor
mation of ! into C. The adjoint transformation, which takes C 
into !, is of the form c - L(w, z)c where L{w, z) is a power 
series with operator coefficients. It follows that L( w, z) c belongs 
to ! for every vector c and that 

m( w) '" < f( z), L( w, z) C >l 

for every f( z) in !. The series L( w, z) converges in the unit 
disk and L(Q,r;.) L(r;.,Q). Then [L(w,z)-L(O,z)]c/w belongs to 
t. for every vector c when 0 < Iwi < I, and 

<f( z), [L( w, z)-L( 0, z)]c/w>! =C[f(w)-f(O)] /w <[f(z)-f{O)]/z,L(w,z)c >s-: 

for every f( z) in !. By the definition of the adjoint, 

R( 0) *: L( w, z)c - [L( w, z) -L( 0, z)]c/w • 

Since R( 0) * is isometric by hypothesis, 
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<[L( a,z)-L(O,z)ja/a, [L( (3,z)-L( O,z)]b/~>£ :: <L( a, z) a, L( (3, z) b> t 

for all vectors a and b when 0 < 1£1'1 < 1 and 0 < 1(31 < 1. By 
the definit10n of L( w, z) the identity can be written 

E1 L(a, 13) - L( £1',0) - L( 0,(3) +L( 0, O)]a/(a(3) :c'bL(a, (3) a • 

Since a and b are arbitrary vectors, 

(l-a(3) L( a, (3) :: L( £1',0) +L( 0, (3) -L( 0, 0) . 

In terms of fI( z) :: 2L( 0, z) -L( 0, 0) the identity reads 

L( w, z) :: HfI( z) +fi( w)] l(l-zw) • 

Since ~ LC w, z) c II ~ ~ 0 for every vector c when Iw I < I, 

!Clfl(w)+fi(w)jc/(l-ww) ~ 0 • 

By the arbitrariness of c, Re fI( w) > O. That l is uniquely deter
mined by fI( z) follows from the fact that the finite linear combina
t10ns of the series i[ fI(z)+fi( w)jc/(l-zw) are dense In l and the 
inner product of any two such series is determined solely from a 
knowledge of fI( z) • 

Proof of Lemm:! 6. By the proof of Theorem 5, [8( z) -8( O)jc/z be
long5to X(8) for every vector c and c-[B(z)-8(O)]c/z isa 
bounded transformation of C into X(8) • It follows that U is an 
everywhere defined and bounded transformation in II ( 8) • To show 
that the adjoint U* of U is isometric in X ( B) we need only 
show that UU* is the identity on every element of X(8) of the 
form K(w, z)c :: [l-B(z)1f(w)]c/(l-zw), since the finite sums of 
such elements are dense in X(8). The definition of the adjoint can 
be used directly to verify that U* takes K( w, z) c into 

[K( w, z) -K( 0, z)] c/w - K( 0, z)[ HB( O)j-l[lf( w) -B ( 0) Jc I w • 

The action of UU* on K( w, z)c Is now seen to be the identity by 
an obvious computation. 

Proof of Theorem 9. Since Re fIl( w) ~ 0 for Iwi < I, HfI( w) has 
an operator inverse and 

B(z) [l-fl(z)]/[l+q.>(z)j 
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is a well-defined power series which converges to a function which 
is bounded by 1 in the unit disk. A space ,,( B) exists by Lemma z. 
Let S- be the set of all power series of the form F(z) =i[ l+<I'(z)Jf( z) 
for some corresponding element f( z) of "( B). Then L 1s a Hilbert 
space in the norm which makes the transformation f( z)- F( z) an iso
metry of :If(B) onto t. If this transformation takes f( z) into F( z), 

it takes [f(z)-f(O)J/z-[B(z)-B(O)j[l+B(O)rIf(O)/z 

into [F(z)-F(O)]/z. By Lemma 6, F(z) -[F(z)-F(O)]/z is an 
everywhere defined and bounded transformation in S- which has an 
isometric adjoint. The transformation F( z) - F( 0) of ! into e 
is continuous since it is the composition of the continuous trans
formations F( z) - f( z), f( z) - f( 0), and c - i[ 1+<1'( O)Jc. It 
remains to show that if c is any vector and if w is a number, 
Iwl < 1, then 

L(w,z) = !['I'(z)+i'(w)]c/(l-zw) 

belongs to ! and that 

cF(w) =<F(z),L(W,z)c>! 

for every F( z) in !. Let F( z) ::: i[ 1+q:o( z)jf( z) where f( z) is in 

:If (B). Since 


L(w,z)c = i[1+q:o(z)JK(w,z)i[1+i'(w)Jc, 

it belongs to S- and 

<F(z),L(w,z)c>: =<f(z),K(w,z)![l+i'(w)]c>B 

lc[1+<I'(w)jf(w) ::::cr(w) • 

Proof of Theorem 10. Since R( 0) * is isometric, R( 0) R( 0) * is the 
identity transformation. If R( 0)*: f( z) - g( z), then g(z) z£(z)+aO 
for some vector aO' Continuing inductively we obtain 

* n n-lR(O) n: fez) - z f(z) +aOz + ••• + a _
n I 

""'" for some vectors (an)' Let f (z) be the formal power series 
f( z) I; anzn • Since R( 0) * is isometric and since the transforma
tion L( z) - L( 0) of ! (<I') into e is bounded, the coefficients of 
f( z) are bounded. The series f( z) converges in the unit disk and 
the transformation f( z) - f( w) of ! (q:o) into C is bounded when 
Iw I < 1. Since 
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-I 2 2
[1-wR( 0)] = I + wR( 0) + w R( 0) + ••• 

when I w I < I, a straightforward computation yields 

R( w)*: f( z) - [zf( z) + few) ]/(1- zw) 

for every fez) in t(q» when Iwl < 1. But for every vector c 
when lal < 1, 

c[af(a) +f(w)]/(l-aw) 

= < [zf( z)+few)] l(l-zw), H,,( z)+ i'( a)]c/{1-za» t (,,) 

= <f(z), {-H ~(z)+.(a )]c/( I-za)-i[ ,,(w)+ q;( a)lc/( I-wan I( z-w» l( ,,) 

= < f( z), a( I-wa) -1 i[ q>( z) +.( a) ]cl (l-za) >l (,,) 

+ < f( z), O-wa) -1H ,,( z) -,,( w)]cl ( z-w) >,t (q» 

= caf( a) I( I-aw) + (l-aw) -1 <f{ z),![ q>( z) -,,( w)jc/( z-w) > l( q» 

and hence 

In order to relate l ( ,,) and t ( q>.), we construct a new Hilbert 
space ~(,,) whose elements are pairs (f( z), g( z» of power series 
with vector coefficients. By definition, (f( z), g( z» belongs to 
~(,,) if fez) belongs to l(,,) andif g(z) = Eanzn where 

n n-I 
z f{ z) + aOz + ••• + a n-l 

belongs to l ( ,,) for every n:: 1, 2, 3, •• " and the sequence 

is bounded. This sequence is nondecreasing because the difference
quotient transformation in l (f') is bounded by 1. It is easily 
verified that ~ (rp) is a Hilbert space in the norm 

. II n n-lII(f(z),g(z))lI ( ) = lim z fez) + aOz + ••• + a -111 .. ( ).e q> n -00 n .... " 

By the definition of the space, 
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(f( z), g( z)) .... ({f( z) -f( O}] /z, zg( z} + f( 0» 
and 

( f ( z) , 9 ( z» - ( zf( z) + 9 ( O) , [ 9 ( z) - 9 ( O}]I z ) 

are everywhere defined isometries in e (q». Since R( 0)* is iso
metric, f( z) -(f ( z),f( z» takes ! ('P) isometrically into e ('P). 
The orthogonal complement of the range of the transformation 
f( z) .... (f( z) ,f( z)) is the set of elements of e ('P) of the form 
(O,g(z». 

If fO(z) U.,(z)+q;(w)]c/(l-zw) for some vector c where 
Iwl <1, then fo(z) U,,*(z)-1"(w)jc/(z-w). Therefore 
n-[.,(z)+i'(w)jc/(l-zw), U.,*(z)-q;-(w)jc/(z-w» belongs to e('P) 

and the identity 

- 1 - -1* - 
cf(w) '" «f(z),g(z», ( -z[.,(z)+ 'P(w) lc/(l-zw), -z{., (z}-.,(w) jc / ( z-w» >e(.,) 

holds for every pair (f( z), g( z» in e(.,}. We will show also that 
( U 'P( z) -'P( w)] c/ ( z-w) rH.,*( z)+<p( 'W)J c/ (l-zw» belongs to e ('P) for 
every vector c when wi < 1, and 

cg(w)= «~fez) ,g( z» ,( -H.,(z)-.,(W)lc/(z-W), U .,*(z} +.,rw) jc/(l-zw» >e (.,) 

for every pair (f( z), g( z» in e (.,). Suppose first that w = O. 
Then if .,( z) = I: If zn, 

n 

and 

Since (i['P(z}+i'(O)jc, H<p*(z)-qilO)jc/z) belongs to e(<p), 

(i[.,(z)-'P(O)]c/z, U.,*(z)+.,(O)lc) belongs to e(rp). If (f(z),g(z)) 
is any element of e (rp) and if g( z) I: a zn then 

n ' 
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< (f( z), g( z)), (tl q>( z) - q1( o)]cl z, H '11*( z)+ q1( O)]c) >e( 'II) 

n n-l n 1
lim <z f(z)+aoz + ••• +a l'z z[q1(z)-q1(O)]c/z 
n-OO 	 n

1 - n-l 1- n-2 1
+ z[q>(O)+q>(O)]cz 	 +Z;(/'ICZ +···+z;q>n_Ic>.t«(/') 

n-l n-2 
::: 	 lim <z [zf(z)+g(O)]+alz +••• +a -1 ' 

n-OO 	 n 

::: 	 «zf(z)+g(O),[g(z)-g(o)j/z), 

(H.,( z)+.( O)]c ,![ q>*( z) -i'( O)]c/z) >e ('II) 

::: C g( 0) • 

Now consider an arbitrary value of w, Iwi < 1. By an iteration 
procedure, as in the proof of Theorem 5, ({f( z) -f( w)] I (z-w) , 
[zg(z)+f(w)]/(l-zw» belongs to e(.,) whenever (f(z),g(z)) 
belongs to e(.,) and the identity 

0- aj3) «[f( z) -f(a)] I( z-a), [zg( z)+f(a)] I (I-za)) , 

([ u( z) -u( j;)j/(z-j;), [zv( z) +u( 13)] I( l-zj3)) >e (q» 

- a « [f( z) -f( a)l I( z-a) ,[ zg( z) H( a)] /( l-za)) , (u( z), v( z)) >e (q» 

- ~ <(f( z), g( z)), ([ u( z) -u( f)] I( z-j;), [zv( z) +u( 13)] I( l-zf)) >e( q» 

::: < (f( z), g( z)), (u( z), v( z)) >e (q» 

holds whenever (f( z), g( z)) and (u( z), v( z» belong to e (q»,

Ia I< 1 and I131 < 1. The transformation . 


(f(z) ,g(z .....(f(z),g(z» +w«(f(z)-f(W)] I(z-W) , [ zg( z) H(w)] I ( 1- zwl 


takes (H.,( z) -q1( O)]c/z, t( '1'*( z)+ q>( O)]c) into (![q>(z)-<P(W»)::/(z-w) 


i-[<P *( z)+ q>(w)]c/(l-zw)). The adjoint of this transformation is 


(f(z), g(z. -(f(z), g(z» +w([zf(z)+g(w)] l(l-zw) ,[ g( z) -g( w)] I( z-w» • 
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Therefore (H q:>( z) -q:>( w)] cl (z-w) , H q:>*( z) +q:>(w)]cl (l-zw)) belongs 
to e( q», and if (f( z), g( z)) is any element of e (q:», then 

« f( z) ,g( z)), (H q>( z)-q>( w)]c I( z-w), Hq>*( z)+q:>( w)] c I(l-zw)) >e ( q:» 

«f(z), g( z)) +w([ zf( z) +g( wI] I( l-zw), [g( z) -g( wI] I( z-w)) , 

(t[q:>(z)-q>(O)]c/z, t[q>*(z)+ q:>(O)]c»e(q:» 

=c{g(O) -w[g(O)-g(w)]/w} 

= cg( w) • 

As in the proof of Theorem 5, it follows that (f( z), g( z))
(g( z), f( z)) is an isometric transformation of e (q» onto e (q:>*). 
The theorem follows by noting that f( z) - i( z) is the composition 
of the natural mappings of l(q» into e(q», e(q» into e(q:>*), and 
e (q:>*) into l (q>*) • 

Proof of Theorem 11. Let h{ z) = f( z) + B( z) g( z) be the minimal 
decomposition of any element h(z) of C(z) with f(z) in )(B) 
and g( z) in C ( z) • By the proof of Lemma 5 of [10], 

[h(z)-h(O)] Iz =[f(z)-f(O)] Iz + [B( z) -B( O)]g( O)/z +B( zj( g( z) -g( 0)] /z 

is a minimal decomposition of [h( z) -h( 0)] I z in C (z) with 
[f(z)-f(O)]/z+[B(z)-B(O)]g(O)/z in )(B) and [g(z)-g(O)]/z 
in C (z). Define a sequence of minimal decompositions hn ( z) = 
fn(z)+B(z)gn(z) inductively by hO(z) = h(z), fO(z) =f(z), 
gO(z) = g(z), hl\+l(z) = [hn(z)-hn(O)]/z, fn+l(z) =[fn(z)-fn(O)]/z+ 
[B(z)-B(O)]gn(OJ/z, and gn+l(z) =[gn(z)-gn(O)]/z. Sincethe 
difference-quotient transformation is bounded by 1 in C ( z), the 
expansion 

z
[h(z)-h(w)]/(z-w) = hl(z) +whz(z) +w h (z) + ...

3

is valid in the metric of C (z) when Iw I< 1, and similarly for 
[g(z)-g(w)]/(z-w). It follows that 

[h(z)-h(w)] I( z-w) =[f( z)-f(w)] I( z-w)+[B(z)-B(w)]g(w)/( z-w) 

+ B( z) [g( z) -g( wI] I( z-w) 

is a minimal decomposition of [h(z)-h(w)]/(z-w) in C(z) with 
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[f(z)-f(w)]/(z-w) + [B(z)-B(w)]g(w)/(z-w) in 'It(B) and 
(g(z)-g(w)]/(z-w) in C(z). 

For any vector c and number Ct, ICt I < I, consider the minimal 
decomposition of h(z) = f(z)+B(z)g(z) of h(z)=B(z)c/(l-za) in 
C ( z) • By the proof of, Theorem 7, ' it is obtained with 

If w is a number, Iwi < I, then 

(I-wa)[ h( z) -he wI] I( z-w) = ab( z) + [B( z) -B( w)]c/( z-w) 

(l-wa')( g( z) -g( wI] I( z-w) = age z) -tt .,( z)-cp( wI] c I(z-w) 

By Theorem 4Dthe minimal decomposition of [B(z)-B(w)]c/(z-w) 
Is obtained with 

[B( z) -B( w)]cl (z-w) + ta( z){ .,( z) -.,( w)]c! ( z-w) 

as the term in It(B) and -t{cp(z)-cp(w)]c!(z-w) as the term in 
C(z). ,...., 

If L( z) Is in t ( cp), let L( z) be the corre spanding element 
of l ( cp*) such that 

'Ci( w) = <L( z), tl~J( z) -fl( w)p!( z-w) :> l (cp) 

for every vector c when Iwi < 1. LE!t f( z) = B( z) L( z) be in H( B) 
and let g( z) be the element of It (S*) such that 

eg( w) = <f( z), t B( z) -B(w)]c /( z-w) >B 

for every vector c when Iwi < 1. By The~m 4E, eg( w, = -cL( w). 
By the arbitrariness of c and w, g( z) = - L( z). 

If (f( z), g( z» belongs to e( fI) and if g( z) = Z; a zn, then 
n 

n n-l
zf(z)+z ao+ ••• +a _

n l 

belongs to 1. ('I') for every n = 1, 2,3, ••• , and 

Since znB( z) f( z) + B( z)( zn-lao + ••• + an_I) is in It( B) and since 
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IIznB(z)f(z) + B(Z)(zn-lao +'" +an_l)l~ + la l
2

+ ••• + la _ 1
2 

o n 1

I n n-l 112.:: I z f( z) + z a O+ ••• + a n _l l ('P) 

for every n 1,2,3, •••• (B(z)f(z). -g(z» is in j)(B) and 

II(B(z)f(z), -g(z))III)(B)':: 11(f(z),g(:))lIe('P)' It follows f:om the 

proofs of Theorems 5 and 10 that ! ('P ) is contained in lJ (B) and 
that the inclusion does not increase norms. 

Proof of Theorem 12. H the space .Q (B) is defined for lJ( B) as in 
the proof of Theorem 5, the hypotheses imply that the formula 
Ikf(z).2.!z))UI)(B) = I/g(z)1I holds for every f(z) in lJ(B) if 
g( z) f (z) is the corresponding element of lJ(B*) defined by 
Theorem 5. The same formula holds also when (f( z), g( z» is an 
element of .Q (B) such that f( z) P and multiplication by B( z) 
annihilates every coefficient of g( z). Since the set of elements 
(f( z), g( z)) for which the formula holds contains ([ f( z) -f( 0)] / z, 
zg( z) -B*( z)f( 0» whenever it contains (f( z). g( z)), and since it 
is closed in the metric of '(B), it contains every element of .Q (B) • 
It follows that lJ (B *) is contained isometrically in C ( z) • If 
h( z) is in C (z). the minimal decomposition B*( z) h( z) = f( z) + 
B*(z)g(z) of B*(z)h(z) in C(z) with fez) in lJ(B*) and g(z) 
in C(z) is obtained with f(z) = 0 and IIB*(z)h(z)1I Ilg(z)ll. 
It follows that multiplication by B*( z) is a partially isometric 
transformation in C ( z). There is no nonzero vector c such that 
B *( z) c =0 since then znc belonys to 1f( B) for every n, R( 0)* : 
znc - zn+l c. and II zOe II B II zn+ c II B' The hypotheses now imply 
that cO. 

Since multiplication by B*( z) is a partially isometric trans
formation in C (z). the kernel of multiplication by B*( z) is the 
orthogonal complement of the set of elements g( z) in C( z) such 
that Ys*(z)g(z)1I = IIg(z)lI. Since zg(2:) belongs to this set 
whenever g(z) belongs to it, [f(z)-f(O)]/z belongs to the kernel 
of multiplication by S*( z) whenever f( z) belongs to the kernel of 
multiplication by B*( z). Since multiplication by B*( z) annihilates 
no nonzero constant, it annihilates no nonzero element of C ( z). 
Since multiplication by B*( z) is a partial isometry which has no 
nonzero element in its kernel, it is an isometry. 

Proof of Theorem 13. H there is no nonzero vector c such that 
B*(z)c belongs to lJ(B*), then the space I)(B) in the proof of 
Theorem 5 contains no element (f(z).g(z)) such that g(z)=B*(z)c 
for a nonzero vector c. Since ([f(z)-f(O)]/z, zg(z)-B*(z)f(O» 
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belongs to I) (B) whenever (f( z), g( z» belongs to 1)( B), I) (B) 
contains no nonzero element (f( z), g( z» such that g( z) o. By 
the proof of Theorem 5, the transfonnation (f( z.), g( z» - g( z) is an 
isomet;!}' of I) (B) onto l:J (B*). Since the transfonnation f( z) 
(f(z),f{z» is an isometry of l:J(B) into I){B), the composed 
transfonnation f(z) -fez) is an isometry of l:J{B) into l:J{B*). 

If on the other hand the transfonnation of l:J(B) into l:J{B*) 
is an isometry, then the range of the transfonnation f(z)-{f{z),f(z» 
of l:J(B) into I)(B) is orthogonal to all elements (u(z),v(z» of 
I){B) such that v(z) =O. Since the orthogonal complement in I)(B) 
of elements (f(z),f(z» where Hz) 15 in l:J{B) contains only 
elements of the fonn (u( z), v( z» with u{ z) = 0, there is no non
zero element (u(z),v(z» of I)(B) suchthat v(z) = o. If c is 
a vector such that B*( z) c belongs to l:J (B*), then there is an 
element fez) of l:J{B) suchthat (f(z),B*(z)c) belongs to I)(B). 
By the proof of Theorem 5, (B*(z)c, f{z» belongs to I)(B*). It 
follows from the definition of I)(B*) that (0, -c+zf(z» belongs to 
the space. Since this implies that (-c+zf{ z), 0) belongs to I) (B) , 
c = o. 

Proof of Theorem 14. Since the transfonnation f( z) -1t z) of l:J (B) 
into l:J(B*) is isometric by Theorem 13 and since l:J(B*) is con
tained isometrically in C ( z), the range of the transformation is a 
closed subspace of C (z). By Theorem 5, the range of the transfor
mation contains [f( z) -f( 0)] Iz whenever it contains f( z). It 
follows that the range of the transformation is a space l:J(A*) for 
some power series A*( z) with operator coefficients such that multi
plication by A*( z) is a partially isometric transformation in C (z). 
Since l:J (A*) is contained isometrically in l:J (B*) and since multi
plication by B*( z) is isometric in C (z), B*( z) = A*( z)C*( z) for 
some space l:J(C*) by Theorem 3. Since,..jB*(z)-B*(w)]cI(z-w)ls 
in the range of the transfonnation f( z) - f (z) for every vector c 
when Iwi < I, by the proof of Theorem 5, it belongs to l:J( A*). Since 
[A*(z)-A*(w)]C*(w)c/(z-w) belongs to l:J(A*) by Theorem 5, 

A*( z) [C*( z) -C*( w)]c/{ z-w) 

= [B*( z) -B*( w)]c/{ z-w) - [A*( z) -A*( w)]C*( w) c /( z - w) 

belongs to l:J (A*). Since [C*( z) -C*( w)Jc/( z-w) belongs to 
l:J (C*) by Theorem 5 and since l:J (A*) is contained isometrically in 
l:J{B*), A*(z)[C*(z)-C*(w)jc/(z-w):O byTheorem4F. Since c 
is arbitrary, B*(z) A*(z)C*(z) = A*(z)C*(w) when Iwl < 1. 
Since multiplication by B*{ z) is isometric in C( z) and since 
multiplication by A*{ z) does not increase norms, C*( w) is an 
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isometric operator. By Lemma 5, 

1I[I-C(z)C(w)]c/(l-zw)ll~ =CII-C(w)C(w)]c =0 

for every vector c and 

cf(w) = <f(z), [l-C(z)C(w)]c l(l-zw) >C = 0 

for every f( z) 1n 1:1 (C). By the arbitrariness of c and w, :K( C) 
contains no nonzero element. Since [C( z) -C( w)]c/( z-w) belongs 
to 1:I(C) for every vector c when Iwl < 1, C(z) = C is a con
stant. 

The set h of vectors c such that A*( z) c = 0 is a closed 
vector subspace of C. By the proof of Theorem 3, h is orthogonal 
to the range of C. Since C Is an isometric operator, the dimension 
of the orthogonal complement of h in C is equal to the dimension 
of C. Therefore there exists an isometric operator S whose range 
is the orthogonal complement of h in C. M ulUplication by A*( z)S 
1s isometric in C (z) and :K (A*S) is equal isometrically to :K (A*). 
Since we can replace A*( z) by A*( z) S without changing the 
assOCiated space, we can always choose A*( z) so that multipli
cation by A*( z) is isometric in C (z). 

Since 1:1 (B) is the closed s pan of elements 
[l-B(z)B(w)]c/(l-zw) and since the transformation f(z)-f(z) 
takes [l-B( z)B( w)]c/(l-zw) into [B*( z) -B( w)]c/( z-w), the space 
:K (A*) is the closed span of elements 

[B*( z) -B( w)Jcl (z-w) =[A*( z) -A( w)]Ccl (z-w ) • 

Since fA*(Z)-A(W)]c/(z-W) belongs to 1:I(A*) for every vector c 
when wi < 1, 1:I(A*) is the closed span of elements of this form. 
Let f( z) - r(z) be the transformation of :K (A) into 1I( A*) defined 
by 

ct(w) = <f(z),[A(z)-A(w)]c/(z-w»A 

for every vector c when Iw I < 1. Since the transformation is an 
isometry by Lemma 9, its range is a closed subspace of 1:1 (A*), 
and so it is the full space. It follows that the adjoint transformatio~ 
which takes 1:1 (A*) into :K (A), is an isometry. By Theorem 13, there 
is no nonzero vector c such that A( z) c belongs to :K (A). 

If f( z) is in :K (A), there is a unique element g( z) of 
1:I(B) such that f(z) =g(z), and IIf(z)II A = IIg(z)II B By Theorem 5,o 
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~g(w) <g(z),[B*(Z)-B(w)]c/(z-W»B* 

<f( z), [A*( z) -A( w)]Cc/( z-w» A* 

cCf( w) • 

By the arbitrariness of c and w, g( z) = Cf( z). We have shown 
that the transformation f( z) - Cf( z) is an isometry of U( A) into 
U ( B) • Since U ( C) contains no nonzero element, it follows from 
Theorem 4 that the transformation takes U (A) onto U(B). 

Proof of Theorem 15. We give an explicit proof only in the case 
F( 0) has a dense range. The general case in which F( w) has a 
dense range, Iwi < I, follows by a linear fractional substitution: 
the transformation 

f( z) -- g( z) =.J (l-ww) f« w-z)1 (l-zw)) I (l-zw) 

takes C (z) isometrically onto itself in such a way that the value 
of g( z) at 0 is determined by the value of f( z) at w. 

If h( z) is in C( z), the formal product F( z) h( z) belongs 
to C (z) and F( z) h( z) has a minimal decomposition, F( z) h( z) = 
fez) + B(z)g(z), with fez) in U(B) and g(z) in C(z}. Since 
we assume that the range of multiplication by B( z) in C (z) con
tains the range of multiplication by F( z) in C(z), f( z) belongs 
to the range of multiplication by Bt z) in C (z). Since f( z) 
belongs to U(B) and since multiplication by B( z) is a partially 
isometric transformation in C(z), f( z} = O. Let T be the trans
fonnatlon of C (z) into itself defined by T: h( z)- g( z) where 
F( z) h( z) ::; 0 + B( z) g( z) is the minimal decomposition of F( z) h( z) 
in C(z) with 0 in U(B) and g(z) in C(z). Sincemultipli
cation by B( z) is a partially isometric transformation in C ( z), the 
minimal decomeosit1on is obtained with a series g( z) such that 
h( z) g( z) II = Ug( z) II. Since muitiplicaUon by F.( z) is a bounded 
transfonnaUon in C ( z), T is a bounded transformation. On the 
other hand, if T: h( z) - g( z), then T: zh( z) - zg( z) since 
F( z) zh( z) = 0 + B( z) zg( z) where 

IIB(z)zg(z)1I = IIB(z)g(z)1I = IIg(z)11 = IIzg(z)lI. 

By the proof of Lemma 1, T is formal multiplication by a power series 
G( z) with operator coefficients. The definition of T now implies 
that F{ z) B{ z) G( z) • 
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If c is a vector, consider the minimal decomposition 
c f( z) + B( z) g( z) of c as an element of C( z) with f( z) in 
)f (B) and g( z) in C ( z). Since difference quotients are well
behaved under minimal decompositions, 

o [f ( z) - f( 0)] / z + [ B ( z) - B ( 0)] 9 ( 0) / z + B ( z)[ 9 ( z) - 9 ( 0) ] / z 

is a minimal decomposition of 0 as an element of C( z) with 
[f(z)-£(O)]/z+[B(z)-B(O)]g(O)/z in )feB) and [g(z)-g(O)]/z in 
C ( z). It follows that [g( z) -g( 0)] / z = 0 and that g( z) g( 0) is 
a constant. Since Ig( 0) I = II g( z) II < II c II Ic I, there exists an 
operator U such that g( 0) Uc foi""every vector c. If c is in 
C, c = c - B( z) Uc + B( z) Uc is a minimal decomposition of c as an 
element of C(z) with c-B(z)Uc in )feB) and Uc in C(z). 
Since IUc I = II Uc II < II c II = Ic I for every vector c, the operator 
U is bounded by 1.

If c is in C, F(z)c = O+B(z)G(z)c is a minimal decom
position of F(z)c as an element of C(z) witt 0 in )feB) and 
G( z) c in C ( z) • Since 

F(O)c =F(O)c -B(z)UF(O)c+B(z)UF(O)c 

is a minimal decomposition of F( O)c in C (z) with F( 0) c-B( z) UF( O)c 
in X(B) and UF(O)c in C(z), it follows that 

[F(z)-F(O)]c =-F(O)c+B(z)UF(O)c+B(z)[G(z)-UF(O)]c 

is a minimal decomposition of [F(z)-F(O)]c in C(z) with 
- [1-B(z)U]F(O)c in )feB) and (G(z)-UF(O)]c in C(z). 

The n-th -partial sum Fn( z) of F( z) is a polynomial of 
degree n with operator coeffiCients which converges formally to 
F( z) in the operator norm for coefficients. Since we assume that 
F( z) converges in a disk of radius a > I, the bound of multiplication 
by F(z)-Fn(z) in C(z) goes to zero as n- OO • Sinceweassume 
that I-F( z) has completely continuous coeffiCients, F( z) -F( 0) has 
completely continuous coeffiCients and Fn( z) -F n( 0) has completely 
continuous coefficients for every n. Since Fn( z) -Fn( 0) is a 
polynomial of degree n, multiplication by Fn( z) -Fn( 0) is a com
pletely continuous transformation of C into C (z) for every n. 
Since the bound of multiplication by (F(z)-F(O)]-(Fn(z)-Fn(O)] 
in C (z) goes to zero as n - 00, multiplication by F( z) -F( 0) is a 
completely continuous transformation of C into C ( z). But multi
plication by G( z) -UF( 0) as a transformation of C into C (z) is 
the compoSition of multiplication by F( z) -F( 0), as a transformation 
of C into C (z), with a continuous transformation of C (z) into 
C (z): the transformation h( z) - g( z) such that 
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h(z) [h(z)-B(z)g(z)j+B(z)g(z) 

is the minimal decomposition of h( z) in C (z) with h( z) -B( zl g( z) 
in 1I (B) and g( z) in C(z). Since the composition of a continuous 
transformation and a completely continuous transformation is com
pletely continuous, multiplication by G( z) - UF( 0) is a completely 
continuous transformation of C into C ( z) . It follows that G( z) 
UF( 0) has completely continuous coefficients. Therefore 
B( z) [G( z) -UF( 0)] has completely continuous coefficients. Since 
F( z) -F( 0) has completely continuous coefficients, {l-B( z)U ]F( 0) 
has completely continuous coefficients. Since we assume that 
I-F( 0) is completely continuous and that F( 0) has a dense range 
in C, F( 0) has an operator inverse. So we can conclude that 
I-B(z)U is bounded by 1, B(0)U1Jlf(0) ~B(O)1f(O) ~l and 

o~ I-B( O)B( 0) ~ I-B( 0) UUB( 0) 

where l-B( 0) U, and hence l-B( 0) UUB( 0), is completely continuous. 
It follows that I-B( 0) B( 0) is completely continuous. 

PI'Qof of Theorem 16. By hypothesis there is a number w, Iwi <: I, 
such that F( w) has a dense range in C. By the proof of Lemma I, 
F( z) = B( z) G( z) for some power series G( z) with operator coeffi
cients such that multiplication by G( z) is a bounded transformation 
in C (z). Since F( w) =B( w) G( w), the operator B( w) has a dense 
range in C and the adjoint operator B( w) has zero kernel. If P 
is the nonnegative operator such that p2 = B( w) B( w), then P has 
zero kernel and dense range. But if c = Pa is in the range of P,
IB( w) a I = IPa I. SO there exists an isometric operator U such that 

B( w) = UP. Since the range of U is orthogonal to the kernel of 
B( w), it is contained in the orthogonal complement III of those vectors 
c such that B( z) c = o. The dimension of III is therefore equal to 
the dimension of C. If S is the choice of an isometric operator 
whose range is In, the range of l-SS' is contained in the kernel of 
multiplication by B( z) and the theorem follows. 

Proof of Theorem 17. If 1I ( B) contains no nonzero element, then 
B(z) is a constant because [B(z)-B(O)]c/z belongs to lJ(B) for 
every vector c. Since [l-B(z)B(w) ]c/(~zw) belongs to )(B) 
for every vector c when Iw I <: 1, I-B( 0) B( 0) must vanish identi
cally and B( 0) is an isometric operator. Since multiplication by 
B(z) is isometric in C(z), B(O) is an isometric, and hence a 
unitary, operator. The theorem follows in this case. 

If II ( B) contains a nonzero element, it contains a nonzero 
polynomial since the polynomials are assumed dense in lIe B). 
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Since [f(z)-f(O)j/z belongs to "(B) whenever fez) belongs to 
U (B), "( B) contains a nonzero constant c. Since c is orthogonal 
to the range of multiplication by B( z) in C ( z), it is orthogonal 
to the range of the operator B( 0). Thus the range of B( 0) is not 
dense in C if U ( B) contains a nonzero element. 

Let R(O) be the transformaUon fez) -[f(z)-f(O)j/z in 
"( B) and let R( 0)* be its adjoint in "( B). We show that there is 
no nonzero element in the kernel of R(O)*-w if 0 < Iwl < 1. For if 
f( z) is in the kernel of R( O)*-w, then 

< [ g( z) -g( 0) j I z, f( z) > ::: w<g( z), f( z, 2 

for every element g(z) of "(B). Since w'" 0, we find that fez) 
is orthogonal to g( z) whenever g( z) is a constant in "( B). It 
follows inductively from the same formula that f( z) is orthogonal to 
the polynomials of degree n for every n::: 1, 2, 3, • ••• Since we 
assume that the polynomials are dense in "( B), f( z) ::: O. 

We show that J{ 0) : f( z) - f( 0) Is a completely continuous 
transformationof "(B) into C. Since [l-B(z)B"(O)]c belongs to 
U (B) for every vector c, and since 

CI(O) :::<f(z),[l-B(z)B(O)jc > 

for every f( z, In "( B), the adjoint J( 0)· of J( 0) is the trans
formation of C into "(B) which takes c into [l-B(z)IT"(O)]c for 
every vector c. Since we assume that J( O)J( 0)*: c - [l-B( O)B( O)]c 
is a completely continuous transformation of C into C, J( 0)* 1s a 
completely continuous transformation of C into "(B) and J( 0, is 
a completely continuous transformation of "( B) into C. 

The identity 

< [f( z) -f( 0)] Iz, [g( z) -g( 0)] Iz> =<f( z), g( z) > - g( O)f( 0) , 

which holds for all f( z) and g( z) in "( B), can be written 
schematically 

J( 0)*]( 0) ::: l-R( 0)* R( 0) • 

Since J( 0) and J( 0,* are completely continuous, l-R( O)*R( 0) is 
a completely continuous transformation in "(B). Since R{O) is 
bounded by I, l-wR( 0) has an everywhere defined and bounded in
verse in "( B) when Iwi < 1. Since 

[l-wR{ 0)*][ l-wR( 0)] - [R( O)*-w][ R( 0) -w] ::: (l-ww) [l-R( 0) *R( 0) J 

is completely continuous, 
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* -1 * - --1l-[l-wR(O) ] [R(O) -wJ[R(O)-wJ[l-wR(O)] 

is a completely continuous transformation when Iwi <: 1. The 
transformation 

* -1 [ * _] [ _ ]-1[l-wR( 0) J R( 0) -w R( 0) -wJ[ l-wR( 0) 

therefore has a finite dimensional kernel and a closed range when 
Iw I <: I. Equivalently the transformation R( 0) -w has a finite 
dimensional kernel and a closed range when Iw I <: 1. Since 
R( 0)* -w has no nonzero element in its kernel when w '* 0, the 
range of R( 0) -w is dense in :It (B), and hence all of :It (B), when 
o <: Iw I <: 1. It follows that R( 0)* -w has a bounded, partially 
defined inverse in :It (B) when 0 <: Iw I <: 1. The bound lIt R( O)*-w,-lU 
of the inverse is a continuous function of w in the punctured disk. 
Since we assume that B( w) has a dense range in :It (B) for some w,
Iwi <: l, and since w '* 0 when li ( B) contains a nonzero element, 
S( w) has kernel zero for a nOnzero value of w. For this value of 
w there is no nonzero vector c such that c/( l-zw) belongs to 
li(B). It follows that R(O)-w has no nonzero element in its kernel 
and that the transformation has an everywhere defined and bounded 
inverse in :It( B) • We have shown that the set 8 of pOints w, 
o <: Iwi <: I, such that R( 0) -w has an everywhere defined and 
bounded inverse is not empty. Since the set is both open and closed 
in the punctured disk, it contains all points w, 0 <: Iw I <: 1. 

If f( z)
Iwi <: 1, then 

is a polynomial which belongs to :It (B) and if 

-1
J( 0) [l-wR( 0)] : f( z) - f( w) 

and If(w)1 ~ IIf(z)IIIIHO)IIII[1-wR(0)r
1

1l 

where II [l-wR( 0)]-111 is a continuous function of w in the region 
Iwi> 1. Since we assume that the polynomials are dense in lit B), 
we can conclude that all elements of lit B) are series which con
verge in the complex plane, and that f( z) - f( w) is a continuous 
transformation of li (B) into C for every complex number w. It 
follows that there exists a power series K( w, z) with operator 
coefficients such that K(w,z)c belongs to li(B) for every vector 
c and 

(;"f(w) =<:f(z),K(w,z)c> 

forevery f(z) in :It(B). Since [B(z)-B(O)jc/z belongs to li(B) 
for every vector c and since II [B( z) -B( O)]c/z II :: Ic I , B( z) 
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conver<;les in the complex plane. Since K( w, z) = [l-B(z)a(w)]c/(l-zw) 
when Iwi < 1, the same formula holds by analytic continuation for 
all values of w. 

The space of constants which belong to ~ (B) is a space 
~(AO) in the metric of C(z), where AO(z) =1-PO+POz for some 
projection operator PO' Since ~ (AO) is contained in If( B), 
B(z) ::: AO(z)CO(z) for some space If(C O)' which satisfies the 
hypotheses of the theorem. Since I-AO( O)J\O( 0) ~ I-B( O)tf( 0) is 
completely continuous, Po has finite dimensional range. Continuing 
induct!vely we obtain a sequence (Pn) of projections of finite 
dimensional range such that B( z) ::: An( z) C n( z) for every n, where 

and If (C n ) is a space which satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem. 
The space If (An) is contained isometrically 1n If (B) and is the 
space of polynOmials of degree at most n which belong to If (B) . 
Since the polynomials which belong to If(B) are dense in If(B) by 
hypothesis, the union of the spaces If(An) is dense in ~(B). It 
follows that 

[l-B(z)a(w)]c/(l-zw) = lim [l-A (z)A (w)]c/(l-zw) 
n-ao n n 

in the metric of C (z) for every vector c and complex number w. 
Since 

[I-A (w)A (w)]/(l-ww) <[l-B(w)a(w)]/(l-ww)
n n 

where [l-B( w) a( wI] / (l-ww) is a completely continuous operator, 

[l-B( w) a( w)] I (l-ww) ::: lim [l-A (w) A (w)]1 (l-ww) 
n- ao n n 

in the operator norm for every complex number w. We use this fact 
when w 1. For large values of n, the operator norm of the 
difference is less than 1. When n is this large, the operator norm 
of [l-Cn( w) Cn( w)] 1(l-ww) is less than 1. This implies that 
U(C n ) contains no nonzero element. By the first part of the proof, 
C n( z) ::: C ( 0) is then a unitary operator and the theorem follows.n

Proof of Theorem 18. Since the hypotheses imply that F( z) repre
sents a bounded function in the unit disk, multiplication by F( z) 
is a bounded transformation in C (z). Let ~ be the closure in 
C (z) of the polynomials which are orthogonal to the range of multi
plication by F( z) in C ( z). Since the set of such polynomials is 
invariant under the transformation f( z) - [f( z) -f( 0)]1 z , [f(z) -f( 0)] / z 
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belongs to H whenever f( z) belongs to H. The space :Ii is 
therefore a space :Ii (B) in the metric of C (z), and multiplication 
by B( z) is a partially isometric transformation in C ( z). By 
Theorem 16 our hypotheses allow us to choose B( z) so that multipli
cation by B ( z) Is isometric in C ( z) • Since :Ii( B) is the orthog
0nal complement of the range of multiplication by B( z) in C (z), 
the range of multiplication by B( z) In C (z) contains the range of 
multiplication by F( z) in C (z). By the proof of Theorem 15, 
F( z) = B( z) G( z) for some power series G( z) with operator coeffi
cients. Since we assume that F( w) has a dense range in C for 
some number w, Iwi < 1, B ( w) has a dense range in C for some 
such w. By Theorem 15, the hypotheses imply that l-B( 0) If( 0) is 
completely continuous. By Theorem 17 there exist projections 
PO' ••• , Prof finite dimensional range such that 

for some unitary operator U. Since we can multiply B( z) on the 
right by a unitary operator without changing the associated space, 
we can suppose B( z) chosen so that U = 1. Then B( z) is a 
polynomial with operator coefficients, l-B( z) has completely con
tinuous values, and B( w) has an inverse when w '* O. Since we 
assume that l-F( z) has completely continuous values, l-G( z) has 
completely continuous values. 

We show that the operator G( 0) has a dense range in C. 
If c is a vector orthogonal to the range of the operator G( 0), then 
c is orthogonal to the range of multiplication by G( z) in C( z). 
Since multiplication by B( z) is isometric in C (z), B( z)c is 
orthogonal to the range of multiplication by F(z) =B(z)G(z) in 
C ( z) • Since B ( z) c is a polynomial, it belongs to It ( B) by con
struction. Since multiplication by B( z) is isometric in C (z), c = O. 
Density of the range of the operator GfO) follows. Since I-G( 0) 
is completely continuous, G( 0) has an operator inverse and the 
theorem follows. 

Proof of Theorem 19. Since the derivative of the entire function 

1 2 1 n
l-(l-z)exp(z+ IZ + ••• +-z )

n 
n 1 2 1 n

is z exp( z + IZ +... + - z ),
n 

the coefficients of its power series expansion about the origin are 
nonnegative numbers. Since 

1 2 1 n
l-(l-x)exp(x+IX + ••• +- x ) < 1 when x> 0, 

n 
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1 2 1 no < (1-x) exp (x+ zX + ••• + -x ) -< 1 
- n 

when 0':: x ,:: 1. On the other hand, for these values of x, 

-log [(l-x)exp(x+~x2 + ••• +.!.xn)] 
n 

1 n+l 1 n+2 n+l 
= n+l x + n+2 x + ••• ,:: x /(1-x) 

and 

1 2 1 n n+l n+l
1- (1-x) exp( x +zx + ••• + - x ) -< 1- exp[ -x /(l-xlJ -< exp[x /(I-x)]-1. 

n - 

Apply this inequality with x replaced by Iw/wnl when lwi -< Iwnl • 
The result is 

1 2 2 1 n nlIl-(1-Q w/w )exp{Q w/w +zQ w /w + ••• +-Q w /w )
n n n n n n nn n 

-< l-(l-Iw/w Ilexp( Iw/w I +~Iw/w 12+ ... +.!.Iw/w In)
n n n n n 

-< exp[lw/w In+l/(l_lw/w IlJ-1 
n n 

If we write 

1 n n
P (Z)=(l-Qlz/wl)exP{Qlz/wl) ••• {l-Q z/w )exp{Q z/w + ••• +..::..0 z/w)

n n n n n nn n 

and make use of the norm inequality 

1 + IAB-11,::[1 + IA-IIJ[I+ IS-Ill. 

we obtain 

skiIp {w)-P (w)l,:: Ip {w)1 exp L Iw/wkl + /{l-Iw/wkl>J 
r s n [ k=n+l 

- IPn{w)1 exp [ t Iw/wklk+l/{l-Iw/Wkl)l 
k=n+l J 

when n -< r -< s with n so large (for any given w) that Iw / wk I -< I 
when k ~ n:- Since lim I w/wk I 0 as n - 00 uniformly for w in 
any bounded set, P( w) = lim Pn( w) as n - 00 in the operator norm 
uniformly for w in any bounded set. Since a uniform limit of analytic 
functions is analytic, P( z) is defined and analytic in the complex 
plane. Since I-Pn ( z) has completely continuous values for every 
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n, and since a norm limit of completely continuous operators is com
pletely continuous, I-P( z) has completely continuous values. It is 
easily verified that Pn( z) has invertible values except at the points 
wI""'wn , If w,,"wk forevery k, Ipn(w)-lp(w)-ll <1 for 
sufficiently large values of n (depending on w), This implies that 
Pn( w)-lp( w) and hence P( w) is an invertible operator. 

Proof of Theorem ZO, Since an operator valued entire function is 
continuous and since the invertible operators are an open subset of 
the operator algebra, the set of complex numbers w such that F( w) 
is invertible is open. The set contains the origin by hypothesis. If 
the set is the whole plane, the theorem follows with Qn = 0 for 
every nand G( z) = F( z), Otherwise let wI be the choice of a 
point nearest the origin such that F( wI) fails to have an operator 
inverse. Since I-F( wI) is completely continuous, the range of 
F( wI) is not dense in C, Let Ql be the projection operator whose 
range is the orthogonal complement of the range of F( wI), Then 

-1 -1
(l-Qlz/w ) = (z-w ) (z-wl-Qlz)

l I

is an operator valued function which is defined and analytic in the 
complex plane except at WI and 

-1
(l-Qlz/w ) F( z) = F( WI) +(z-wl-Qlz)[ F( z) -F( wI)] /( z-wl )l 

is an operator valued entire function of z. So F( z) PI( z)F z( z) 
where F Z( z) is an operator valued entire function of z. If Fz( z) 
has invertible values at all points in the complex plane, let P( z) = 
PI( z) and G( z) F z( z). Otherwise let Wz be a number nearest 
the origin such that F z( wZ) fails to have an operator inverse, and 
continue inductively in the obvious way. At the n-th stage Fn( z) 
1s an operator valued entire function, l-F n( z) has completely 
continuous values, and F n (0) is an invertible operator. Let wn 
be a number nearest the origin such that F n (wn ) fails to have an 
operator inverse. Let be the projection operator whose rangeQn 
is the orthogonal complement of the range of F n( wn ), and let 
F n+l( z) be the operator valued entire function such that Fn( z) = 
Pn( z)Fn+l( z), If F n+l( z) has invertible values in the complex 
plane, let P(z) = Pn(z) and Fn+1(z) G(z). Otherwise go on to 
Fn+l(z). 

In the worst case F n( z) is defined for every n. It follows 
from Theorem 18 that has finite dimensional range for every nQn 
and that lim Iwn I = 00 as n"" 00. By Theorem 19, P( z) lim Pn ( z) 
converges in the operator norm, uniformly on bounded sets. The 
limit is an operator valued entire function such that l-P( z) has 
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completely continuous values and P( z) has invertible values except 
at isolated pOints. It follows that G( z) = lim Fn+l( z) exists as 
n - 00 1n the operator norm, uniformly on bounded sets. So G( z) 
is an operator valued entire function and I-G( z) has completely 
continuous values. Since F(z) Pn(z)Fn+l(z) for every n, 
F(z) P(z)G(z). By construction Fn(z) has invertible values in 
the disk of radius Iwnl. Since Fn(z) Pn+l(z)-lp(z)G(z) where 
P +l ( z)-lp( z) has invertible values in the disk, G( z) has invertiblen
values in the disk. Since lim Iwn I 00 as n - 00, G( z) has in

vertible values in the complex plane. 
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